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P. Masani and the author have previously answered the question, “When 
is an operator on a Hilbert space X the integral of a complex-valued function 
with respect to a given spectral (projection-valued) measure ?” In this paper 
answers are given to the question, “When is a linear operator from X9 to Xp 
the integral of a spectral measure ?“; here the values of the integrand are linear 
operators from the square-summable q-tuples of complex numbers to the square- 
sununable p-tuples of complex numbers, and our spectral measure for ZFq is 
the “inflation” of a spectral measure for X. In the course of this paper, we 
make available tools for handling the spectral analysis of q-variate weakly 
stationary processes, 1 < q Q 03, which should enable researchers to deal in the 
future with the case q = 00. We show as one application of our theory that 
if U = ~~,,,a,,1 e-‘sE(dB) is a unitary operator on 2 and if T is a bounded linear 
operator from Zr to Xa (1 < q < co) which is a prediction operator for each 
stationary process (U%)_moO C .X’* (for each x = (x’): E X9, U-x = (U?+=,), 
then T is a spectral integral, ~~s,s+,l Q(0) E(dB), and the Banach norm of T, 
I T 1~ = ess sup I @@la. 
SUMMARY 
Our purpose is to define and construct a theory about the “spectral integral” 
Jn @ dE, where @( w is a function whose values are operators from the space of ) 
square-summable q-tuples of complex numbers to the space of square-summable 
p-tuples of complex numbers (1 < p, 4 < CD), and E is a spectral (projection- 
valued) measure for a Hilbert space &‘, which is “inflated” to X* by defining 
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for x = (xi): E ,?P, E(B)x = (E(B)xi)t . We prove that so @ dE is a closed- 
linear operator from &‘g to .#Q if 4p is closed-linear operator-valued, a.e. (E). 
For x E &“J, let Yz = {space spanned by E(B)xt, B E a, i = l,..., Q) C .%‘, 
P?=p = (5?,)~ C JP (1 < p < co). Assume that E is of countable multiplicity, 
i.e., there is an at most countable sequence (xn) C .Z such that U y?,, spans &‘. 
We obtain the following representation theorem for bounded operators (6.14): 
Let T be a linear operator from &‘g to .x?P (1 < p, 4 < co). Then T = 
Jo @(a) dE, where CJ is strongly measurable (cf. Definition 6.1) and ess sup 
] @(,)I, = K < 00, if and only if (1) T b is ounded on %g with 1 T IB = K and 
(2) TX E Y,fl, each X~XQ (i.e., T is “E-subordinate”). We obtain related 
representation results for unbounded hermitian (i.e., self-adjoint) operators 
(8.1) and closed densely defined operators (9.1). This theory is a bona-fide 
extension of the usual spectral integral theory in which the integrands are 
complex-valued functions. In contrast our spectral integrals, so @ dE, are 
generally not normal operators since the integrands @ and @* will not commute. 
Our motivation has been the desire to have a theory general enough to handle 
the case of E-subordinate operators on q-variate stationary stochastic processes 
(cf. [14]) as well as being able to prove the generalization of Bochner’s L,- 
theorem [3, p. 3861 (cf. [17, p. 1081). This last result is done in Sections 10 
and 11. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Section 2, we examine operator-valued measures M on (a, a), and their 
density functions M,‘(W) such that M(B) = jB M”‘(U) dv (Bochner), B E Q. 
In Section 3, we define and prove properties of the spaces p x q L,,, (M 
nonnegative hermitian, trace-class-valued), which consists of functions @ 
which are square-integrable with respect to ilf. For @, bounded-operator- 
valued, it would be natural to require so trace(@ . M’ . @*) dv < co (cf. [13]). 
However, with q = co, in order that p x q L,,, be complete, we must allow @ 
to take unbounded values (Example 3.7) and thus for our definition of square- 
integrability, we require Jo trace(@(M’)r/a * (@(M’)*/“)*) dv < 00 as Mandrekar 
and Salehi did in [6]. In Section 4, we investigate the Hilbert-Schmidt operator- 
valued measures M,,(B) = (E(B)x, E(B)y) = [(E(B)xi, E(B)yi)]fD1,j’zl (the 
matrix of scalar products of components) (see Theorems 4.1 and 4.2), 
and define the p x q stochastic integral (see Definitions 4.7 and 4.8) 
J’o Q(w) dEx E tip, in such a way that 
trace(@(iVis)l’s (Y(M&)1’2)*) dv 
(see Theorem 4.10) 
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e prove 
;h 
the important result (jsa @ dEf, s!P dEg) = ss2 @(YM&)* dv 
eorem 4.16), and generalize the subordination theorem [14, p. 1361 (Theorem 
4.21). In Section 5, we define the p x 4 spectral integral jsa r9 dE and prove that 
if 0 is closed-operator-valued a.e. (E), then lo @ dE is a closed linear operator 
(Corollaries 5.3 and 5.5) (Theorems 5.4 and 5.6). If @ is closed-operator valued 
a.e. (E) and Y is an operator-valued function, sn @ dE(j, Y dE) C sn (@Y) dE 
(Theorem 5.7); equality holds if Y is a bounded operator-valued function, 
which is (strongly) measurable, with uniformly bounded Banach norms 
(1 Y(Y(,)~, ,( K < co, a.e. (E)) (Corollary 5.10). Let L,?’ denote the projection 
onto yZP, x E Hr. If @ is closed-operator-valued a.e. (E), then 
L,n(ja@dE)C(jn@dE)L,’ 
(Theorem 5.11). 
In Section 6, we discuss bounded operators and obtain the major result 
T = jn @ dE mentioned in the summary (Theorem 6.14). In Section 7, we 
discuss the isomorphs @ of bounded operators T (T = Js2 @ dE) and show that 
if T is hermitian, then @ is hermitian-valued a.e. (E), etc. In Section 8, we deal 
with the case of a hermitian (unbounded) operator, H, from 24 to &“J. We 
prove (8.1): L,qH C HL,q each x E Zq implies there exists a unique a.e. (E) 
closed-operator-valued function @ such that H = Js2 @ dE, where @ is hermitian- 
valued a.e. (E). For 4 > 1 it is an open question whether Hx E 9’$@ each x E BH 
implies L,qH C HL,q each x E 29; if true this would be a considerable 
simplification of the conditions to be checked for the representation in 
Theorem 8.1. 
Masani [7] gives an example T = iD of a differential operator from X to ti, 
which is closed, symmetric (T _C T*), which satisfies TX E yzl, each x E gr , 
but does not satisfy L,lT 2 TLel, x E A?, and thus T = iD cannot be represented 
as SD 4(w) d-F f or a complex-valued function 4. In Section 9, we deal with the 
general case of a closed operator A from ZQ to A?P and prove the result: If A 
is closed, densely defined, and L,PA C AL,Q, each x E Xq, then there exists a 
closed-operator-valued function Y a.e. (E) such that A = JJ2 Y dE (Theorem 
9.1). In Section 10, we apply this theory to the special case X = L,,,(Q, 9) = 
(square-integrable complex-valued functions with respect to the u-finite measure 
m}. Here E(B)x = xB . X(W) for x E &’ (multiplication by the indicator function 
xs). We are able to show (10.3): if A . is a closed, densely-defined operator from 
Zq to JP which commutes with multiplication by the indicator functions, 
then there exists a closed operator-valued function Y(U) such that A = Jn Y(w) 
. dE, in particular (Af) (w) = Y(U) . f (w) a.e. (m), each f E gA. In Section 11, 
we obtain the Segal-Four&s generalization [3] of Bochner’s La-theorem [17, 
p. 1081 (Theorem Il. 1); we mention that this generalization is also obtained by 
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Masani in [7a], by a different path, using a theory of Radon-Nikodym derivatives 
of operator-valued measures. 
This paper generalizes the theory in [S], where T is a closed densely defined 
operator from X to X (i.e., p = q = 1). There we proved: L,lT C TL,l, each 
x E Z’, if and only if (i) TX E Yz , each x E &- , and (ii) E(B)T C TE(B), each 
B E @. However, the method of proof breaks down if we try to extend to the 
case 2 < q < co, 1 < p < 03, or q = 1, 2 < p < co, because of noncom- 
mutativity of operator-valued integrands. It is an open question as to whether 
the following theorem is true (cf. 8.1 and 9.1): 
THEOREM. Let 1 < p, q < CO and let T be a closed densely-defined linear 
operator from Sq to SC. Then (i) TX E yzP, each x E C& C XQ, and (ii) 
E(B)T C T E(B), each B E 9I (E(B) appropriately “inJEated”) if and only if 
L,PT C TL,Q, each x E XQ, 
We next discuss briefly the connection of the results of this paper with 
multivariate weakly-stationary processes, cf. [14; p. 3381. (In [14], we dealt with 
q-variate processes where q is finite. However, the analysis of the present paper 
directly extends the results of [14] to the case where 1 < q < CO; cf., [14; 
(1.4)(~)1, U4; (l.Wl, th e isomorphism and subordination theorems, and the 
corresponding results in the present paper, (4.10), (4.21)). 
Let U be a unitary operator for a separable Hilbert space Z. Then to each 
x = (xi); E Zq (1 < q < 03) we may associate the q-variate weakly stationary 
process (xJ~=-~ , where x, = Unx = ( Unxi)&r , n = 0, fl, 1-2 ,... Clearly for 
x and y  in Sf’Q the corresponding processes (xJ (m) are stationarily correlated 
[since they have the same shift operator U]. U has a unique spectral resolution 
U = ssa eVie E(dB) for &@, where 52 = (0, 2171 and E is a unique projection- 
valued measure on g = (u-algebra generated by the open subsets of Sz}. It is 
easy to prove that for x E Z&*, x, = sn e-ins . I . E(dO)x (stochastic integral), 
cf. [14; Proof of (2.5)], (4.7) (4.8). F or each x E X*, define the present and past 
of (x&-~ at time n by d,(x) = (closed space spanned by A ’ x,, where A 
runs through the q x q Hilbert-Schmidt matrices and - co < m < n + I} C XQ. 
d&x) is called the time domain of the process (x3:, . It is readily established 
that&,(x) = Yz” cf. [14; (2.5)] and (4.10). Thus for 
-co<m<n<co, A,(x) CdH,(x) C451m(x) = Y$Q. 
A bounded linear operator Ton Xq to 3EoQ such that for each x E Z’J, TX E A-,(X) 
is called a lag n prediction linear opera’tor. (For each x E XQ, TX is an estimator 
of x = x,, based on the observations of (x~):~ at time -n and before.) Thus for 
each x E .#‘Q, TX E&-~(X) C Y?q, i.e., T is bounded, linear, and E-subordinate. 
Thus by (6.14) T = ssz @(O) E(dB), where Q(0) is unique a.e. (E) and the 
6831412-4 
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Banach norm of T, 1 T IB = ess sup 1 @(0)IB. On the other hand, the solution 
of the prediction problem with lag n has classically been defined for each x E .#‘I 
by the mapping Rx = (X 1 A-,(x)), the projection of x onto M+,(x). But R 
is generally nonlinear, even under the nicest of assumptions. R, however, 
(along with T) does have the property of mapping a stationary process (x,)“, 
into a stationary process (Rx,)~~ which also has the shift operator U. To show 
that the class of lag 1 prediction linear operators is nontrivial, we note that 
T = &E:l1Ane in8 E de) ) ( (where each A, is a bounded linear operator from 
Zqz to lq2, and ~~==, 1 A, IB < CL)) is a lag 1 prediction linear operator, in particular 
TX = C;=, Jn A, (E(d6) (U-“x)). [Th e author is studying these and related 
problems and welcomes reprints, preprints, correspondence and collaboration.] 
We devote the rest of the section to listing definitions and known properties 
which we shall use! 
2 (1.1) For 1 < 4 < co we define I, to be the Hilbert space of square-sum- 
mable sequences of complex numbers of length Q. By a p x q operator A we shall 
mean a linear operator from 1,s to 1,a (not necessarily bounded). a will denote 
the matrix representation of A with respect to the principal bases of Zq2 and 1,” 
(when this is meaningful!). In this paper p and q always have cardinalities: 
1 < p, q < co, where by co we mean “countably infinite”. 
(l.lb)Let3EPbeanarbitraryHilbertspacewithscalarproduct(.,.)andnormI.I. 
For 1 < q < co, we define .%?q to be the Hilbert space of square-summable 
sequences x = (xi)E1 , x* E .%’ (i.e. I/ x II2 = X:=1 1 xi I2 < co). Thus for 1 < p, 
q < co, sq and JP are Hilbert spaces and all definitions of operators from 
.#q to A+’ are the usual ones for operators from one Hilbert space to another. 
Similarly subspaces of Xq and projections from .#‘a onto subspaces of Xq 
have the usual meaning (ignoring how .?f?q is built up from &‘). [Thus although 
the particular subspace P’%* of .#” (4.9) has the property Yzp = (Yzl)P where 
Yzl is a subspace of .%’ (4.12), on the contrary, in general the range of the 
projection P defined on .%?a (6.8) is not of the form .Mq where .M is a subspace 
of X.1 
(1.2) Let X and 3-l be two arbitrary Hilbert spaces and let T be a bounded 
(linear) operator on .X to X’. T is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator (T E X.9.) if 
there exists an (orthonormal) basis (t) of X such that the square of the euclidean 
norm of T, / T 1: = x:u I/ Th, II2 is finite (I T IE is independent of the basis (h,)). 
T is a trace-class (nuclear) operator if there exists a basis (h,) such that z:a II Th, 11 
is finite (this value may be infinite for other bases). I f  X’ = .% and T is a 
trace-class operator, then the trace of T, TT = z(Th, , h,) is an absolutely 
convergent series whose sum is independent of the basis (h,). I f  W = X, 
T is nonnegative hermitian, and TT < co for some basis (h,), then T is a trace- 
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class operator; in this case we say T has finite trace. T is of trace-class if and 
only if T = R . S where R, SE s?.Y. T E S’.Y. if and only if T(T*T) < co; 
in this case 1 T 1: = T(T*T) = 7(T T*) = / T* 1:. It may be shown (following 
[4; Lemma 4, p. 411) that if T is a trace-class operator from X to X’ and B is a 
bounded operator from .Y’ to X, then BT and TB are trace class operators and 
T(BT) = T(TB). (1) 
(1.3) In general, for a mapping T, .3’(T) denotes range of T, X(T) denotes 
kernel (null-space) of T. We refer to [15; 2.21 for the following facts. Let M and 
N be bounded non-negative hermitian operators on a Hilbert space Z. Then 
(a) if M < N (i.e. N - M is nonnegative hermitian) and N has finite-dimensional 
range, then W(M) C W(N); (b) if M and N have finite-dimensional ranges, then 
W(M + N) = W(M) + W(N). 
(1.4) Let T be a bounded operator on the Hilbert space .X to the Hilbert 
space .X’, then (following [9] and [6]) it may be shown that there exists a 
unique operator x from X’ to X such that 
[For a linear subset Y of S, Py is the idempotent linear operator defined on 
.Y + YL by P9x = x for x E Y, P9x = 0 for x E Yl. Yl denotes the ortho- 
gonal complement of 9.3 The operator x of this theorem is called the genmafized 
inverse of T and denoted x = T#. P is a closed, densely-defined operator. 
3-w may be defined as PJv(,.)l . T-l . PStT), where T-l is the multi-valued inverse 
of T. I f  dim W(T) is finite, then it is readily seen that both T and T* are X.9. 
operators. The following generalization of [15; 3.11 is readily proven by using 
[lo; p. 18 Method 11, cf. [16; p. 177 (II)]. I f  dimW(T) < 00, W(T,)‘s are 
closed, and the euclidean norm 1 T,, - T IE + 0, then the following conditions 
are equivalent 
1 T,#-- T# IE-+O (4 
dim a( T,) -+ dim W(T). @I 
(1.5) In this entire paper 9 will denote a o-algebra of subsets of an arbitrary 
set Q. 
(1.6) To abbreviate notation in our proofs we shall use the following con- 
vention about limits: Let (a,)~=, , (6,&i be finite or infinite sequences, 
1 < p, 4 < co, and let g be a function of two variables. Then limnz+lo,n.+G 
ida, , bJ means limmtm.n+m da, , b,) if p = q = 03, means lim,,, g(a, , 6,) 
if p = CO and q < CO, means g(a, , b,) if p and q are both finite. 
(1.7) In general we shall abbreviate &, by j’. 
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2. X.9'. ~&MEASURABILITY AND p x q MEASURES, 1 <p, q < co 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let c;P be a p x q operator-valued function on Q. Then 
CD is p x q Z.9’. g-measurable if 0 is the pointwise limit in 1 lE, of a sequence 
(an) of simple functions Gn (i.e., each of the Gn’s takes finitely many values, 
each on a measurable set, and each value E #A”.). 
2.2. THEOREM. @ is p x q X.9. a-measurable o CD(W) EP x q H.Y. 
for each w and 6(w) = [&(w)] is such that each &(w) is a a-measurable complex- 
valued function. 
Proof. For “e”, look at the proof of 3.10. “j” is left to the reader. 
2.3. DEFINITION. Let N be a set function on S?. Then 
(a) N is a p x q measure on 9 if (i) N(B) EP x q X.Y., each B E 99, (ii) N is 
countably additive in 1 IL, (iii) N has finite total variation with respect to 1 IE, 
i.e., for each B E a’, 1 N IE(B) = sup& I N(B,)I,) is finite, where the supremum 
is taken over all finite disjoint sequences (Bi) such that UiBi C B. 
(b) N is a q x q nonnegative hermitian measure on 9, if N is a q x q measure 
on .99 with nonnegative hermitian values. 
2.4. CONVENTIONS. Throughout this work the symbol v  shall be used only 
for a u-finite nonnegative real measure on 99. We shall simply refer to Y as a 
measure. If  a p x q measure N is absolutely continuous (a.c.) with respect to V, 
i.e. v(B) = 0 G- N(B) = 0 for each B E SY, we shall write N Q V. 
2.5. THEOREM. Let (i) N be a p x q measure and v be any measure such that 
N < v, (ii) m(B) = [N,,(B)] be th e matrix representation of N(B), B E 9, (iii) 
Nv’ = [(dNij/dv) (w>l ( h t e matrix of Radon-Nikodym derivatives of the complex 
measures Nij). Then N”‘(W) is p x q S.9’. a’-measurable (considered as operator 
valued), m(B) = se N”‘(W) dv (B oc hn er integral) each B E SY, and I m IE(B) = 
sB 1 m’(w)lE dv, each B E a. 
Proof. The proof requires the general fact that if N(B) = ss a(w) dh is a 
Bochner integral for each B E 9, where CD is (vector) valued in a space with norm 
IIjl, then N is a countably additive measure with respect to II II and I( N II(B) = 
&a II @P(w)11 dx. U . smg this, show NV’ is Bochner-integrable on B to m(B) when 
p and q are finite and that consequently in this case with v  = / N I6 , it follows 
I m”‘(w)1 = 1 a.e. I N IE . I f  p or q is infinite, use the finite case to deduce that 
I n”‘(w)Is < 1 a.e. (V = 1 N IE), by looking at m,, , where Nm,, is the m x n 
upper left-corner of N. Then show m(B) = sir N,‘(W) dl N JE (Bochner). The 
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general result follows readily by using the fact that dNij/dv = (dN,,/d / N IE) 
. (d 1 N IE/dv) a.e. (v). Q.E.D. 
2.6. COROLLARY. Let N be a p x q measure and Y any measure such that 
N < v. Then there exists a unique (a.e. V) p x q X3’. .SY-measurable function 
NV’ such that N(B) = se N,‘(W) dv each B E 28 and 
1 N IE (B) = 1 I Nv’(w)IE dv, each B ~9. 
Proof. Immediate from 2.5 on noting that regarded as operators we may 
identify N(B) and its matrix representation N(B). 
2.7. COROLLARY. Let for 1 < n -=c 00, N, , N be p x q measures on S? such 
that 1 N, - N I,(Q) + 0 as n + co and let v be a measure such thatfor 1 ,< n < co, 
N,<vandN<v. Then 
s I N;,~(w) - Nv’(w)l~ dv - 0 as n--t co. R 
Proof. Immediate from 2.6. 
2.8. THEOREM. Let (i) M be a q x q non-negative hermitian measure on 99, 
with jkite trace (i.e. TM(B) < co, each B E W), (ii) v  be any measure such that 
M < v, (iii) M,’ denote M,’ when v(.) = TM(.) (the trace measure of M). Then 
(a) 0 < M,’ a.e. (TM) and TM~‘(w) = 1 a.e. (TM) 
(b) in general, 0 < M,’ and M,‘(w) has jkite trace a.e. (v). 
Proof. Since TM and 1 M IE are mutually a.c., part (b) will follow from part 
(a) by the chain rule for derivatives. We prove (a): Let v = TM. For x E Zq2, 
J-A (M,,‘x, x) dTM = (M(A) x, x) > 0, each A ~2. Hence (M,‘x, x) > 0 a.e. 
(TM). Since there is a countable dense set of x’s in Zq2 it follows that M”‘(W) 2 0 
a.e. (TM). Next, it is readily shown that 
TM(A) = j- rMy’(w) dTM, each A ~a’, cf. 4.2(H) 
A 
Hence TM”‘(U) = 1 a.e. (TM). Q.E.D. 
2.9. THEOREM. Let M’(w) be a q x q &‘.Y. a-measurable function such that 
M’(w) > 0 a.e. (v) and TM’(W) is Jinite a.e. (v). Then 1/M’(w) is a non-negative 
hermitian-valued q x q X.9. B-measurable function (off, perhaps, of a set of 
v+mmure zero). 
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Prooj Since M’(w) has finite trace a.e. (v), it follows that z/M’(w) E ti.9”. 
a.e. (v). Further, it is known [12; 2631 that if 0 < G < I, then 1/G = s-limQn(G) 
where (QJ is a sequence of polynomials with non-negative real coefficients. 
Thus by 2.2 we are done. 
2.10. THEOREM. Let z/M’(u) be a q x q .%?.Y. %measurable function which 
is non-negative hermitian valued. Then (as operators) 
2/M(W) = i hi(W) q(w) .2$*(W) = i &(w> Pi(W) 
i=l i-1 
where h,(w) > h,(w) > ... > 0 are the e&nvaZues of 1/M’(w) and (u5(w))14,1 
is a sequence of corresponding (column) e&nvectors of z/M’(w). Further, each hi 
is 93%neasurable, the components of each ui are O-measurable, and for each w, 
P,(W) = ui(w) * ui*(w) is the l-dimensional projection onto the space spanned 
6Y dw)* 
Proof. This follows readily from [2; 3911. 
2.11. THEOREM. Let d/M’(w) be a q x q .%?‘.Y.5%measurablefunction which 
is non-negative hermitian-valued. Then (a) the generalized inverse of z/M’(w) is 
the closed-densely-dejked hermitian operator-valued function given by 
(dM’(w))# = i (l/b(w)) Pi(w), 
i=l 
cf. (2.10) 
(where I/hi(w) is defined to be zero when hi(w) = 0); (b) when 5?(1/M’(w)) is 
finite-dimensional for each W, (~/M’(u))+ is q x q .%?.Y. Skneasurable. 
Proof. Both of these results follow readily, cf. (1.4). 
3. THE SPACES (p x q)L,,, , 1 < p, q < co 
Let M be a q x q non-negative hermitian measure on B with finite trace, 
cf. 2.3, 2.8, 2.9, 2.10. 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let Y be any measure such that M < v  and let @ be a 
p x q operator-valued function on G. We say that @ EP x q L,,, if 
(i) @z/My’ is p x q X.9. a-measurable a.e. (v) (i.e., except perhaps on a 
set of zero v-measure), and 
(ii) so 1 CD(W) dMv’ 1; dv = j’* ~[@Z/Myl(@Z/Myl)*l dv < co (where we omit 
the set of zero v-measure, mentioned in (i) from the domain of the integral). 
We identify Cp and !P in p x qL,,, if 1 @)2/M,,’ - YdM,’ IE = 0 a.e. (v). 
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3.2. REMARK. It is readily shown that Definition 3.1 is independent of 
Y, and in particular, that the integral in (ii) is independent of v. 
3.3. THEOREM. (p x q)L,,, is an inner product space under the scalar product 
Proof. Follows readily since the space of X.9. (p x q) operators is a 
Hilbert space under the scalar product ((A, B)) = +lB*); in particular 
I T(AB*)l < I A IE * I B IE * Q.E.D. 
Noting 1 23 * C IE < 1 B IE 1 C IE for two .%?.Y. operators we may make the 
following definition, cf. [5; p. 801 for the appropriate Bochner integral theorem. 
3.4. DEFINITION. For @, Y EP x q L,.,, , we define the p x p operator 
valued inner product 
(@, Y)M = 1 @ 1/M,’ . (Y d/M,,‘)* dv (Bochner). 
s-2 
3.5. THEOREM. For CD, YE (p x q)L,., 
W? m.f = +R Rf and IPi, n4IE =G II @ IIM II Yll, * 
Proof. Note, by [5; p. 83, 3.7.121, for h, R E 1,,2 that 
((S,R(w)dv)hlg) =~o(Rh,g)dv if Ris(p xp)H.y. 
8-measurable. Further for A, BE (p x q) X.Y., T(AB*) = C(AB*h, , h,) is 
an absolutely convergent series such that 
1 IW*h, 9 Ul < I A IE . I B IE . 
Apply these two facts, using dominated convergence to accomplish the proof 
of the first relation. The proof of the second relation is as follows. 
I(@> yh IE = 1 Ifi Qi dW’P dMv’)* dv IE 
< s n I @ dW’(y dJC’)* IE dv 
< I@1/M,‘]$dv- l(Q’W’)*l~dv =~~@I~M/~~IIM- 
Q.E.D. 
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3.6. THEOREM. (p x q)L,,,isa Hilbert spaceunder((~, *))M, i.e.,p x qL,,, 
is complete. 
Proof. Let (@,J be a Cauchy sequence in p x q L,,, , i.e., 
Note that the linear space of p x q X.Y. g-measurable functions !P such that 
I/W2=JI~I~dv-c~, is complete under 11 . I). So there exists Y, p x q 
%‘.Y. .93-measurable, such that s I Qn 1/M”’ - !P 1: dv -+ 0 as n + CO. Let 
@ = Y . (dM”‘)*, cf. 2.11, 1.4. Then 
@(WI dM”‘(W) = ul(,) pJqd\/M’(W))L = Y(w) a.e. (v), 
since by the standard theory there exists a subsequence @5nK d/M,’ which 
converges to Y a.e. (v). Q.E.D. 
3.7. EXAMPLE. If q = co, p = 1, then in order that p x qL,,,, be complete, 
we must allow the use of unbounded operator-valued functions which are not 
closed, as the following example shows. 
Let M be concentrated on one point and let M be the diagonal matrix, 
M = diag(l/n2)z==, . Thus TM = 7r2/6 and dM = diag (l/n)P1 . Let $n be the 
bounded (1 x co) operator & = [l, I,..., 1, 0, O,...] (n “1”‘s) defined by matrix 
multiplication. Then +&d/M = [I, l/2 ,..., l/n, 0,O ,... 1. Let n > m. Then 
II A - An 11% = (4, - An) 2/M * ((A - dd dM)* = f l/K2 - 0 
nZ+1 
as m, n -+ co. Thus (h) is a Cauchy sequence in L,,, such that each & E X.9. 
Let 4 be the limit of (&). Then we must haver$dM = [I, l/2 ,..., l/n, l/n + l,... 1. 
It follows that 4 restricted to 9(2/M) is defined by 
+(a) = $lq(a”):) = [l, 1, l,...] ’ a = $ 
1 
which automatically converges. But this linear operator is not closed. In fact, 
let 6, = [l/n,..., l/n, 0, 0 ,... 1’ (n ccl/n” ‘s). Then II b, II2 = l/n+ 0, i.e. b, ---f 0. 
Further #b,) = 1, each n. Hence 0 = #(lim b,) # lim +(b,) = 1. So 4 is not 
closed. 
3.8. THEOREM. The p x q X.Y. 9&zasurable functions are dense in 
P x PL2.M. 
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Proof. Cf. [6; 4.231. The following proof is added for completeness. Let 
@ E (P x PF2m 9 Y = q/M&,‘, 
and let, for 1 < n < 4 + 1, @, = Y. (x.,” Xi(w) Pi(w))*, cf. 2.10. Then on 
is (p x Q) S.9. g-measurable and @, E (p x q)L,,, . Further 
where (Q,J is a sequence of projections converging strongly to Q = projection 
onto X(dM,‘)l a.e. (T). Thus 
I(@ - @,I 0% I; = I YQ - YQn Ii = i II ‘J’(Q - Qn) ui II2 I 0 a.e. (v) 
i=l 
as n -+ q (ai(w is the orthonormal sequence of eigenvectors of z/M”‘(w). 
Q.E.D. 
3.9. THEOREM. If M < Y and M”‘(W) has jinite-dimensional range a.e. (v), 
then P x q-h,, may be taken to consist of p x q 2.9. g-measurable functions. 
Proof. Note @ EL,,, implies @dM,’ is S.Y. g-measurable. Thus by 
2.11 Y = (@dM, . (d/M”‘)++) = Q, . PX(dM;p = Q, * P2(dM;) is X.9’. S?‘- 
measurable. We readily compute: 11 d, - Y II,,., = 0. Q.E.D. 
Portions of the following theorem are in [6] and [13]. The proof is added for 
completeness. 
3.10. THEOREM. Let a(w) be p x q 3Ep.Y. GY-measurable and M < v. Then 
@ E P x PL2.M o there exists a sequence (65,) of p x q simple functions which 
is Cauchy inp x q L,,, and such that in / . IE , a,(w) -+ O(W) a.e. (v), (cf. Def. 2.1). 
In this case, di, + @ in p x q L,,, . 
Proof. e: Easy. S-: Let S(W) = [&(w)] be the matrix representation of @. 
Each & can be approximated by a sequence of simple functions $$ such that 
/ & - 4: j I 0 and 1 #yj I < I & I everywhere. Hence 
1, =[#JEX.Y. and 
I I c, r< I@IE, IC,-@/EL 0 
everywhere. We may further tuncate the terms in In : Let #yj = $G, 1 < i, 
j < n, I& = 0, otherwise. Let ul, = [I&]. Then (Y,J is a sequence of simple 
functions such that I Yn IE < I @ IE, I Y, - Q, lE L 0 everywhere. Let 7 denote 
the finite measure TM. Let B, = {UJ: 1 @(w)\~ < K}. By Lebesgue’s theorem 
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on bounded convergence, there is an increasing sequence of integers (Q) such 
that 
Let @K = y,r ’ xBK. Then 
Since I 1/M,’ 1; = TM~’ = 1 a.e. (T) and B - BK I 0, it follows that OK -+ @ 
everywhere and in L,,, . 
3. II. COROLLARY. The p x q simple functions are o%nse in p x q L,,, 
4. THE p x q STOCHASTIC INTEGRAL l@ dEx, 1 < p,q < 00 
Let E(e) be a spectral measure on 9? for a Hilbert space .%‘, i.e., E is orthogonal- 
projection-valued, strongly countably additive, E(B) = I, and E(B)E(C) = 
E(B n C). we “inflate” E to &‘* by defining for x = (xf)lQ E A?‘“, E(B)x = 
(E(B)xi): . For x E &‘* and y  E .%?P we define the Gram matrix (x, y) = [(xi, yi)] 
(q x p) (the matrix of inner products). For x, y  E .z!‘@, the inner product of x 
and y  is defined by ((x, y)) = Ci(Z, yi), cf. (l.lb). 
4.1. THEOREM. Let x E #J, 1 < q < co. Then 
(a) E(B)x is a countably additive measure on .s?J such that for y E 3?P 
(1 dp<a) 
(E(B)x, E(C)y) = (E(B n C)X, E(B n C)y) = 0 if BnC=O 
(b) M,(B) = (E(B)x, E(B)x) = [(E(B)xl, E(B)@)] is a q x q non-negative 
hermitian measure (viewed as operator-valued) on 93 such that TM,(B) = 11 E(B)x 112, 
each BE.%9. 
Proof. (a) Note that 11 C,” E(Bi)x - E(B)x I( = 0, if (Bi)T is a sequence 
of disjoint sets such that u Bi = B. The equation follows since for z, w E S 
(uninflated) 
(E(B)x, E(C)w) = (E(B n C)Z + E(B - C)Z, E(B n C)W + E(C - B)w) 
= (E(B n Cp, E(B n C)W). 
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(b) Let M,(B) = [m&3)]. Then we readily compute that 
Thus M,.(B) acting as an operator on 1,” E q x q ti.9’. It is readily deduced 
that M,(B) 2 0, each B E 5&‘, by showing (Mz(B)a, a) > 0 for each a = (ai) E I,” 
such that only finitely many ai’s are non-zero. The countable additivity with 
respect to 1 jE is also readily shown and TM,(B) =C,(E(B)S, E(B).@) = 
11 E(B)x \I2 is immediate. Since for a q x q X.9’. operator A such that A > 0, 
( A lE ,( TA, it follows that M, has finite total variation with respect to ( IE . 
Q.E.D. 
4.2. THEOREM. Let x E SF, y E &“J (1 < p, q < 03) and let M,,(B) = 
(E(B)x, E(B)y) = [(E(B)x”, E(B)y~>l:L.~,~ . nen 
(a) M,,,(B) is a p x q measure (viewed as operator-valued) on g such that for 
each B E SJ!, 
(1) I K,WIE G I M&(B) < II E(Bb II . II W)Y II. 
(b) MdB) is of t race-class for each B E g, and for any measure v such that 
Mz, << v, M:,.,(W) is of trace-class a.e. (v) and when p = q, i.e., x, y E .#‘Q, then 
(II) ((x, y>> = TM&~) = s, ~M3c’y.v dv. 
Proof. (a) The proof of this is straightforward, including the inequalities 
in (I). 
(b) We first consider the case where p = q. Note: 
(1) Maw = Mt(x+v) - Mgz+) + iM+cz+iu) - iM+(z-iv) 
is a linear combination of q x q nonnegative hermitian measures with finite 
trace. But since the class of trace-class operators is closed under linear combina- 
tions, cf. [4], M,,(B) is of trace-class for each B E 93. Now, let p be a u-finite 
nonnegative real measure such that each of the measures in (1) is < p. Then it 
follows that M&,(W) is a linear combination of trace-class operators a.e. (cc), 
cf. 4.1(b) and 2.8(b). Further, M.&, = M;,,, . (dp/dv) a.e. (v), on the set where 
v and TV are mutually a.c. and M&,, = 0 a.e. (v) off of that set. We now prove 
(II): Let (ei)z be the principal orthonormal basis of I,“. Let for each i, /+ be 
the complex measure pi(B) = (M,,(B) ei , e,). We examine the total variation 
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of pi. Note: j &I?)/ = j(E(B)x”, E(B)yi)I < 1 E(B)xi j . j E(B)y* I. Hence, we 
may easily compute 1 pFci I(G) < 1 xi 1 . I yi I. Thus using the fact that 
I pi I (Q) = s, IWL,,vei , 41 dv < I xi I I yi 0 
we have 
Thus by Lebesgue integration theory & I MiV,,(u) ei, eJ/ converges a.e. 
(v) to a non-negative real function which is integrable and which dominates 
TM& = X:=1 (M’ s$l,v ei , ei). But then by dominated convergence, 
~%&4 = l& z$l (M&Q) ej ,ei) 
To prove the first part of (b) when p # q, assume without loss of generality 
that p > q. Augment the vector y to obtain the vector y = [y/O] E XP. Then 
M,p = Pf,, I 01 and JCL, = W&,,u I 01 are trace-class-valued. But from this 
it follows readily that M,, and ML,,” are trace-class-valued. Q.E.D. 
For @ E P x q L2.Ms, we shall define the stochastic integral s 0(w) 
. E(dw)x E SF in two steps so that for @, ?P EP x q L2,M, 
(4.3) (j-Qjd-&jYdEx) =(@,‘Q, cf. 3.4, 
Cal II I 
@ dEx - 1 Y dEx /I = jl bi - Y IIM,, cf. 3.3, 3.1 (ii), and 
(4.4) 
(b) j-(@+!l’)dEx=~@dEx+~YdEx. 
As a preliminary we point out that if A, B are p x q 2.9’. operators and 
$ B their matrix representations, and if x, y E SC, then 
A f  x = i aijxi 
( 1 
’ (4.5) E 2f”, il A . x II < I a IE . II x II, 
1 i=l 
and 
(4.6) (ax, By) = 2 * (x, y) * 8* = A(x, y)B* (viewed as operators). 
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4.7. DEFINITION (Step one). I f  @ = Cy=, AixB, is a p x Q simple function 
s 
CD dEx = 2 ai . E(Bi)x E Xv’. 
i=l 
It follows from (4.6) and 3.5 that, for simple functions @ and F, (4.3) and (4.4) 
hold. 
4.8. DEFINITION (Step two). I f  @up x qL,,,- and (@,J is a sequence of 
p X q simple functions converging to @ in p X qLi,,,, , we define 
s 
@ dEx = lim 
ntm s 
Gn dEx (in the ZP norm). 
Letting CD = CD, , Y = Qrn in (4.4), we see that the limit in 4.8 
ambigously, and that (4.3) and (4.4) hold for @, Y up x q L,,,* . 
exists un- 
Let SsP = {s CD dEx: @ E p x q L,,,% } and &P = {subspace of JP generated 
by a . E(B)x, A, a p x q #.Y. matrix, B E &?}. Then it is evident that 
(4.9) s,n = Yp a: * 
Thus the following theorem is obtained. 
4.10. ISOMORPHISM THEOREM. The correspondence @ -+ J @ dEx is an iso- 
morphism from (p x q)L,,,, onto Pzp such that (4.3) and (4.4) hold. 
If  y  = j CD dEx (E 9?=p), we shall refer to @ as the isomorph of y. 
We omit the proof of the following theorem. 
4.11. THEOREM. Let @ up x qL,,,% , y  = s@ dEx. Then for each B E 99, 
E(B)y = E(B) J@J dEx = j- @ dEx. 
i3 
It is readily shown that for x E X* (1 < q < co) 
(4.12) YyJ = (Yz’)P, l<p<co. 
4.13. DEFINITION. Let y  E JP’, x E A@q (1 < p, q < co). We say that y  is 
E-subordinate to x if and only if YU1 C Yzl C Z-P (equivalently, if and only if 
Yyn 2 9ffn C SC?” for any fixed n, 1 < n ,( co). 
4.14. LEMMA. Let y  E &‘p, x E 29 (1 < p, q < CO). Then y  is E-subordinate 
to x if and only if y  E Y;‘,“. 
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Proof. The “only if” part is easy, since y E y,p C 5$~. Conversely, let 
y E 9=*. Then y = j 0 dEx where Qi E p x qL,,,. and hence E(B)y = 
se CD dEx E yz”, each B E 9 and thus it follows from 4.12 and 4.9 that 
Yvp c Yzp. 
4.15. DEFINITION. For x E .#‘Q (1 < q < co) we shall denote the orthogonal 
projection on .%P with range 9.~ (1 < p < 03) by L,p. 
The following theorem is an important generalization of (4.3). 
4.16. THEOREM. Let h = s@ dEf where CD E p x qL,,,, , and let K = 
SY dEg where YET x sL,,, # . Let v be a measure such that Mj < v, M, <v. 
Then M,, < v and 
(h, K) = (I@ dEf, j ??‘dEg) = 1 @(!?‘Mif,,)* dv 
where @(Y Mite”)* is p x T X.9’. a!-measurable a.e. (v) and Bochner-integrable 
with respect to v. 
Proof. In the following all derivatives are with respect to v. We first show 
that (j’@ dEf, K) = J’@ Mj,,dv: [Proof: Let I? = L,‘K. So R = SF dEf. It 
follows that 
(j- @ dEf, K) = (j @J dEf, “) = (j- @ dEf, IF dEf) 
= 
I 
@ 1/M,’ . (F d/M,‘)* dv. 
However, for each B E 99, 
M,,,(B) = (E(B)f, K) = (E(B)f, g) = &I dEf, j-F dEf) 
= 
I 
I 2/M,‘(F l/Mr’)* dv. 
B 
Hence, cf. 2.6, M& = dM,‘(F 1/M,‘)* a.e. v. Consequently, 
(/@dEf,K) = j&/M;.(FdM,‘)*dv = jkM;,dv. 
We next show that with K = J Y dEg, MiK = (Y Mi,)* a.e. (v) (from which 
the theorem follows immediately): proof. We shall show Mkf = Y Mi, a.e. (v) 
(similarly as in the above technique) from which it follows that MiK = (M&+,)* = 
(Y * Mi,)* a.e. (v). Let p = L,qf. So 4 = JR dEg. Then for each B E 39, 
Mm(B) = VWK f) = (E(B)K, f) = (1 Y dEg, j- R dEg) 
= 
I 
@ z/M,’ - (R d/MS’)* dv. 
B 
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Hence M;yf = YdM,‘(RdM,‘)* a.e. (v). However M,,(B) = (E(B)g,f) = 
(E(B)g,f) = (sB I dEg, s R dEg) = sB I1/M,’ . (R1/M,‘) dv. Hence Mi, = 
d/M,’ . (R1/M,‘) a.e. (v). Thus A!$, = YdM,‘(RdM,‘)* = Y . Mi, a.e. (v)]. 
Q.E.D. 
4.17. COROLLARY. Let h = J@ dEf where @ up x qL,,,, and let K = 
S Y dEg where ?P E Y x s LzVM, . Let v  be a measure such that Mf < v, M, Q v. 
Then for each B E 8, 
K.R(B) = (1, @ dEf, 1 Y dEg) = j-e @(Y, ML)* dv. 
4.18. REMARK. I f  in 4.17 Y is bounded-operator-valued, then 
j- @(YM;,) * dv = [B 0 . M;, . Y* dv 
B 
for each B E S?. 
The following three results concerning the projection L,* and E-subordination 
will be of use later. 
4.19. THEOREM. Let y  E ~9, x E &‘q, @ E p x q L,,,* . Then 
L,py = j. @ dEx 
ofor each BE.@ 
MV2(B) = / @M,’ dv 
B 
where v  is a measure such that M, < v  and M,’ = MLey . 
Proof. =>: Let y  = L,Py. Then since (y, E(B)x) = (9, (E(B)x) each B E 98, 
it follows that for each B E 28 
M,,,(B) = M$.,(B) = (1 Qi dEx, s,I dEx) = j-B QrM,’ dv. 
e: Let y  = j@dEx. Then y~yl,p, and M,-f,,(B) = (y - 9, E(B)x) = 
(y, E(B)x) - (9, E(B)x) = M,,(B) - J@ M,‘dv = 0 for each B E Pt?. Thus 
Mz,y--ji(B) = 0 for each B E 22 and thus for each YE p x q L,,Mz , 
(J‘YdEx,y-j) = j-!l’.M;,,-,dv=O 
i.e., y  - j: 1 P!%*. SO j: = LSpy. Q.E.D. 
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In the following theorem, under the restriction that ilf,’ has finite- 
dimensional range a.e. (v) so that s(M,‘(w)) = 9?(dM,‘(w)) a.e. (v), we obtain 
an explicit version of the @ in 4.19. 
4.20. THEOREM. Let (i) x E .X’J, y  E XP, (ii) M, <v and M,’ = M& have 
jinite-dimensional range a.e. (v). Then nir,, is < v and 
L,“y = 1 M;, . (M&.)# dEx, 
where M/= = MCa y  . 
Proof. Let 9 = L,py. Since j E Yzp, there exists @ EP x qL,,,* such that 
9 = s @ dEx, cf. 4.10; then by (4.3) 
M,,(B) = M&l) = (s, @ dEx, j” I dEx) = / CD . M,’ dv. 
B B 
Hence, cf. 2.6., M& = @ . ML, a.e. (v). Hence, cf. 2.11, (1.4), M& . (M,&)* = 
@P, a.e. (v), where P,(W) = projection onto B?(ML(w)) a.e. (v). Since 
I] @ - @ . P, Ilnr, = 0, cf. 3.3, the conclusion of the theorem follows, cf. (4.4) (a). 
Q.E.D. 
The following theorem generalizes the result in [14, p. 3361. 
4.21. E-SUBORDINATION THEOREM. Let y  E 39, x E Xq. Then 
@ EP x QL2& and y  = I 
@dEx (1) 
@ EP x qL2s, and for each B E 93 (11) 
MV,(B) = j- @MS’ dv, 
B 
MJB) = 1 @ dM,‘(@ l/Mz’)* dv 
B 
where v  is a measure such that M, Q v, and M,’ = Mk,Y . 
Proof. (I) 3 (II): This is immediate from 4.11 and 4.3. (II) * (I): Let 
5 = L,Py. By 4.19, it follows that 5 = j @ dEx. But from the second equality 
in (II) with B = D we obtain 
(9,9) = (j- @ d-Q, I@ dEx) = M,,(Q) = (Y, Y) 
and thus (( j (I2 = ~($,p) = ~(y, y) = 11 y ]12. Hence y = 3 = f @ dEx. Q.E.D. 
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We shall examine the projections L, p further in Section 5. We shall subse- 
quently need the following result. 
4.22. THEOREM. Let (x,JT C Xp, (m): c x’, x, + xt Yn ‘Y. Then 
Proof. Note that Mzny, - M,, = JJZ,,-~,~, + Mz,ll,--y. Hence by 4.2 (I) 
I Mz,,v,, - M,, IE (Qn) < I Mz,--x,v, IE (Q) + I Mm,-v IE $4 
< II x, - x II * !I yn !I + II x II . II Yn - Y Ii. 
Q.E.D. 
Although we do not use the following result in this paper, we include for 
completeness, the generalization of [14; 1.121, cf. [6b; 3.201. 
4.23. MUTUAL E-SUBORDINATION THEOREM. Let fESP andgEY;J’ _C Sp 
Then f E yOq o there exists CD E q x p L2,&,, such that Mj,(B) = sB CD dM,, 
each B E g(J-* @ dM,, = jB CD Mire” dv, M,, < v). In this case f = s @ dEg. 
Proof. 3 : Since f E $q, there exists @ E q x p LzSM, such that f = Jo @ dEg. 
Hence M,,(B) = (E(B)f, E(B)f) = (JB@dEg, JBIdEf) = JB@ .dM,,. -=: 
Let f  = Jo @ dEg. Then Mf&B) = (E(B)f, E(B)f) = (JB @ dEg, JB I dEf) = 
Js @ dM,, = M,,(B). To show J = f, note that g E YfP, Ygq C YYq, and thus 
pi Y0t7gQ C .Sprq, i.e., Jis E-subordinate to f. So there exists !P E q x qLz,nr, such that 
f = Jo Y dEf. Let Mj < Y, Mif = Mimy . Then it readily follows that M;, = 
Mj, = Y M;, a.e. (v). But since Y +Mif is Hilbert-Schmidt-valued a.e.(v), it 
follows easily that dM,’ = Y 1/M,’ a.e. (v), and thus that f-f = JQ(I - Y) 
dEf = 0. Q.E.D. 
5. THE p x q SPECTRAL INTEGRAL J@ dE, 1 <p, q < 00 
Let E(.) be a spectral measure on ~9 for a Hilbert space %. 
5.1. DEFINITION. Let @(w) be a p x q function on .CJ (not necessarily 
measurable). We define &J = J@ dE to be a mapping from &?q to 2~ on the 
domain 96 = {x : x E&Q and @ up x q L,,,z} by the equation 4x = 
(J @ dE)x = J Q, dEx (stochastic integral), cf. 4.7, 4.8. 
5.2. THEOREM. Let @(w) be a p x q function on G? Then (a) x E 96 and c is 
a complex number implies cx E C3& and @cx) = c&x, (b) x, y  E 96 and M& , Misy 
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both have jnite-dimensional range a.e. (v) where v is a measure such that M, , 
M,<vimpliesx+yE9~and6(x+y) =$X+-C&. 
PYOO~. (a) is left to the reader. 
(b) We first show x+y~9&: We note O<(x+y,x+y)=(x,x)+ 
(x, Y) + (Y, x) + (Y, Y) < 4(x, 4 + (Y, rll (4 x q matfices). Replace x by 
E(B)x and y  by E(B)y. Then M,+,(B) < 2[M,(B) + M,(B)]. Hence 
0 d ML,,,, < 2[ML,, + WV1 a.e. (4. (1) 
Henceforth we drop the subscripts v. By hypothesis @(p(2/M,’ + z/M,‘) is 
p x q &‘..Y. g-measurable. Let P(W) be the projection onto 93’(M,‘(w)) + 
9?(MV’(w)). Then by 1.3 and 2.11 (modified, let z/M’ = d/M,’ + z/M,,‘), 
@P = @(d/M,’ + dM,‘) * (dM$’ + z/My’)* is p x q X.9’. %measurable 
and (@ z/M:+,)* = 1/M;+,, . (BP)* is q x.p X.9. @-measurable. Multiply 
(I) on the left by @P and on the right by (@P)*, and take the trace to deduce 
s 1 @ dM&, Iidv < cc, i.e. x + y  E 96. We now show that @x + y) = 
dx + &y: By the isomorphism theorem 4.10, it follows readily that 
j-@dE(x+y) = j-@PdE(x+y); /@dEx = j-@PdEx; 
j-@dEy = j@PdEy. 
Thus we need only show 
j-@PdE(x +y) = /@PdEx + j@PdEy. (2) 
Let @‘,, be a sequence of simple functions that converges to BP in p x q 
L 2,M,+MY and pointwise a.e. (v), cf. 3.10. Then it readily follows that (CJ,,) 
converges to @P in L2,Mz and in L,,, and by (1) that (@J converges to @P in 
(P x Q)LP.M,+, . We note that (2) is t&e with @P replaced by @, . Let n-+ 03. 
Then by 4.8 it follows that (2) is true with @P. Q.E.D. 
5.3. COROLLARY. If q < 03 and @P(W) is a p x qfincttin on Sz, then 94 is a 
linear makfold and & is a linear operator on 96 , 
Proof. For x E&P, M:.“(W) is a q x q matrix and hence for each w its 
range has dimension < q < CO, cf. 5.2. Q.E.D. 
In order to get & to be a linear operator on 96 when q = SO, it will turn out 
to be sufficient that <p(w) is closed operator-valued a.e. (E). The following 
theorem shows that for 1 < q < cc and @(w) closed operator-valued a.e. (E), 
4 is a closed mapping. 
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5.4. THEOREM. Let CD(W) be p x q closed operator-valued a.e. (E). Then the 
mapping d is closed, i.e., if (x&’ C 96 , x, -+ x, and 6x, -+ y (E SF’*), then 
x&?~and&x =y. 
Proof. (a) Let Y be a measure on g such that Mz, , M, , M, and MX, are 
all < v. Since x, + x and 6x, -f y, it follows by 4.17, 4.22, and 2.6 that as 
n+co 
and 
I M~~,,pm, - M,, IE (Q) = J 1 @(@ML”)* - M& IE dv --f 0 
(all derivatives are with respect to v). 
Hence, there exists a subsequence (Q) of the positive integers such that 
(1) M& ---f n/r,’ in I IE a.e. (v) 
(2) GM& -+ M& in I iE a.e. (v) 
(3) @(@WA* - ML., in I jE a.e. (v). 
Thus, since Qi is closed operator-valued a.e. (E), it follows readily from (1) and 
(2) that for all I E Zp2, @MS’ . 1 = ML, . 1 except on a set of zero v-measure, i.e., 
(4) @M,‘= M& a.e. (v). 
Hence @M& + @M,’ in / IE a.e. (v) and thus, by the property 1 T IE = 1 T* jE 
for a X.9. iperator, 
(5) (@Mink)* --t (@M,‘)* = M;z in I IE a.e. (v). 
From (3) and (5) it follows that 
(6) @(@MLJ* + @(@Mz’)* = M&, in I IE a.e. (v) 
Now note that 
(7) (@in/r’)* = (CD d/M,’ . dMz’)* 2 1/M,‘(@ d/M:)* a.e. (v). 
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Hence, multiplying (7) throughout on the left by 0 we have (reversing the 
direction of writing) 
(8) @ z/M,’ * (@ d/ML)* _C @(@M,‘)* = Mhy a.e. (v). 
But @ d/M,’ is closed densely-defined a.e. (v), hence @ dMz’ . (@ d/M:)* is 
hermitian [12; p. 3121. Thus from (8) since MI, is bounded a.e. (v), we have 
(9) @ dM,‘(@ d/M,‘)* = Mj, a.e. (v). 
We now show that Cp dMz’ is p x q X.9. g-measurable a.e. v. By (4) Q, . M,’ 
is S.Y. p x q B-measurable a.e. (v). Let z/n/l,’ = Cl, hi(w as in 2.10. 
Let R,(w) = Cy=, (l/hi(w))Pi(w) (I/&(w)) = 0 if Xi(w) = 0). Then 
~/M,‘(W)&(W) = Q,(W) which is a p x q X.Y. g-measurable projection- 
valued function such that Qn(w) 7 Q(w) = projection onto .N(dMz’(w))‘- 
a.e. (v). Thus Sp . Mx’ . R,(w) = @ dMz’Qn(u) is p x q X.9. g-measurable. 
Let (e& be the principal basis of I, 2. Then since by (9) @(w)dMz’(w) E X.9’. 
a.e. (v), it follows that @(w)z/Mz’(w) . ei = lim,,, @(w)~Mz’(w) . Q,(w) . e, 
is p x 1 3.9. S-measurable for each i. Thus by use of 2.2 it follows that 
@dMd is p x q X.9. S-measurable a.e. (v). But then by (9) @E (p x q) 
L 2,M, and for each B E SY, by (4) and (9) we obtain 
M,,(B) = j” GM,’ dv, 
B 
M,,(B) = j- @ dM,‘(@ 1/A&‘)* dv. 
B 
Hence by 4.21, y  = so @ dEx, i.e., Y = 4~. Q.E.D. 
5.5. COROLLARY. If q < co and Q(W) is a p x q closed operator-valued 
function a.e. (E), then 6 is a closed (linear) operator. 
Proof. Immediate from 5.3 and 5.4. 
5.6. THEOREM. If q = 00 and @( ) w is a p x q closed operator-valued function 
a.e. (E), then g6 is a linear manifold and 6 is a closed (linear) operator. 
Prooj. Let x, y  E gd . We shall show that x + y  E .CSd and that @x + y) = 
dx + &y. Then by 5.2 (a) and 5.4 the theorem will be proven. Let v be a 
u-finite non-negative real measure such that M, and M, are a.c. with respect 
to v, and let all subsequent derivatives be with respect to v. By 2.10, let 
z/M,‘(w) = f h,(w) Pzib), dW,‘(w) = 5 &i(w) PAW). 
i=l i=l 




x, = s Q,(w) dEx> in = j- Rn dEy. 
z/M& = (dMi)Q, a.e. (v), dMj. = (1/M;) R, a.e. (4 
and it readily follows that x, --f x and yn -+ y  as n + CO. Since / @ dMjn lE = 
[ @(1/M,‘)Q, 1s < I@ dMz’ lE a.e. (v), and similarly for I@ d/Mill IE, it follows 
that x, and yn E 96 . Further since M;C, and Mi, each have finite-dimensional 
range a.e. (Y), the conditions of 5.2 (b) are satisfied and hence x, + ylz E C3& and 
&(xn + yJ = 6x,, + 4~~ . Further 6x, - 6x -+ 0 as n + 03 since 
Similarly @yn - 6y ---f 0 asn-+co. Now,letz,=x,+y,. Thenx,+z= 
x + y  as n -+ 0~) and C&X, = 6x, + $yn + dx + &y. Hence, since by 5.4 6 is 
a closed mapping, x + y  E g6 and 6(x + y) = 6x + 6~. Q.E.D. 
5.7. THEOREM. Let (i) Q(W) be an r x p function on 52 such that Q(W) is clozd 
operator-valued a.e. (E), (ii) Y(w) be a p x q function on $2. Then &lfr C @Y. 
Proof. Let x E g&9, i.e. x E 99 and dx E ~39. Let M, < Y. Thus M& = 
YdM,’ . (YdM%‘)* a.e. (v). By 9.2, (look ahead) .N((YdM,‘)*) = -N(y/M&) 
a.e.(v) and thus [since for a bounded operator A, clos (@(A)) = .,V(A*)l] 
clos(~(~M;i,)) = clos(W(!P~Mz’)). Let P(W) = projection onto clos 
(W(Y z/M%‘(w)) a.e. (v). Since qx E ~33$, @ dM& is r x p Z.Y. s-measurable. 
Hence since @ is closed-operator-valued a.e. (E), it follows that @P is closed- 
densely-defined operator-valued a.e. (v). Hence a.e. (v) 
= @ d(Y d/M,’ . (Y d/M;)*) . (@P z/(Y dMz’ . (Y z/Mac’)*))* 
2 CD . Y dM,‘(Y dM,‘)(@P)*. (1) 
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But @M&Z is Y x p #.Y. %measurable, so the last expression in (1) is a densely 
defined operator, which is bounded by its continuous extension to lra, the first 
expression in (1). But since a.e. (v) 
(@Y 1/M;)* = (@P . Y 2/M*‘)* 2 (Y z/M;)* . pp>*, 
@ z/M&(@ dM$,)* = (@Y 1/M,‘)(@Y 2/M,‘)* a.e. (Y), (4 
since the second expression in (2) is a closed (hermitian) extension of the last 
term in (1). (If A is closed densely defined, AA* is closed, non-negative her- 
mitian, cf. [12; 3121.) Taking the trace in (2), it follows that @Y l/Mz’ is X.9.- 
valued. We now prove its Y x Q 2.9. g-measurability. By 4.17, it readily 
follows that M&a+5 = C&M&.., = @YMk a.e. (v). Thus GYM:, is &‘.Y. 
kg-measurable. But this implies as in the proof of 5.4 after equation (9), @Y dMz 
is 2.9. g-measurable. Thus x E .G+&. We now show &?‘x = &x. Let (@,J 
be a sequence of simple functions which converges to @ in Y x p L2,,,,*G . Then 
it readily follows that (GnY) is a sequence that converges to @Yin L,,,* , cf. (2). 
Further, for each n 
j-@,,dEsYdEx = s@,,YdEx. (3) 
[Proof: Let A E Y x p .#‘.Y.; then Ax = A. x defines a bounded operator on 
&‘p. Thus A . E(B) s YdEx = lim,,,A Js Y,,,dEx = lim,,,, sB AY,,, dEx = 
sB AY dEx, where (Y,J is a sequence of simple functions converging to Y in 
L 2-M, 3 * we leave the details to the reader]. Letting n -+ CO in (3), we are done. 
(Q.E.D.) 
5.8. REMARK. As before, cf. 5.2,5.3, in the case where q < co, the conclusion 
of 5.7 may be obtained by merely requiring in 5.7 (i) that @ be an Y x p function 
on Sz. However, we do not need this result in this paper. 
5.9. THEOREM. Let (i) @P(W) be an r x p function on Q such that @ is closed- 
operator valued a.e. (E), (ii) Y be ap x q function on Q. Then x E .%g. and x E 9,& 
implies px E 534 and !Nx = &Yx. 
Proof. Let M, < v and all derivatives be with respect to v. By hypothesis 
@Y 1/M,’ is Y x q X.9. g-measurable and Y z/M,’ is p x q X.9. .c%- 
measurable and M& = Y 2/M,‘(Y z/M,‘) a.e. (v). Let P(w) = projection onto 
clos S(Y z/M,‘). Then a.e. (v) 
@?P dM;(@Y d/M;)* 2 @Y ,/M,‘(Y 1/i&‘)* (@P)* = @M&(@P)*, 
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Hence 
@!P dM;(ciW dML)* = @ 1/M&d@ d/M&)* a.e. (v), (1) 
cf. proof of 5.7 for details. Hence Qi 1/M& is r x p X.Y.-valued. We now 
show its r x p ti.9. a-measurability. Note (Y 1/M%‘)* is q x p X.9’. .G%‘- 
measurable. Hence @ * M& = @ . Y z/M,’ . (Y dMz’)* is Y x p X.9. 
g-measurable. But then, as in the proof of 5.4 after equation (9), @ z/M& is 
Y x p, X.9. %measurable. Thus from (1) it follows by taking the trace and 
integrating that J I@ 1/M&* 1: dv < co, i.e., YX E 94. Thus by 5.7 $41~ = &kc. 
(Q.E.D.) 
5.10. COROLLARY. Let (i) a(w) be an T X p function on i2 such that D(w) is 
closed-operator-valued a.e. (E), (ii) Y(u) be p xq Bd i42-measurable, (Bd=bounded) 
cf. 6.1, 6.3, such that 1 Y(w)IB < K < co a.e. (E) [I . IB denotes the Banach 
operator norm]. Then 69 = &‘. 
Proof. By 5.7, &Y C &. Let x E C2,&. We shall show that x E CC~$ and 
A 
hence by 5.9, x E .C@d* and &9/x = &x, i.e. @Y C &Y. By hypothesis Y is 
p x q Bd. g-measurable. Hence with M, < v and M,’ = M& , we have by 
6.3 Y dMz’ is p x q X.9. g-measurable. Further 
I y 1/K’ Ii < I Y 1; I 1/K’ Ii < K2 I 1/M,’ Ii a.e. (4 
Hence 
j 1 Y~M,‘I~dv < K”j I dM,‘Iidv = K211~112, i.e. ~~99. Q.E.D. 
The last theorem of this section gives the important commutativity relation 
of the projections Lyp with the spectral integral. 
5.11. THEOREM. Let @ be an r x p function on 52 which is closed-operator- 
valued a.e. (E) and let x E X’J (1 < Y, p, q < co). Then 
Lzr ( j @ dE) C ( j @ dE) Lrv. 
Proof. Let y  E ~26 and let M, < v, M, < v. Since L,py E y=P, there exists 
YEP x 4L2&tz such that L,Py = S Y dEx, which by 4.19, implies M,,,(B) = 
js ‘YM,’ dv for each B E k@ [All derivatives shall be with respect to v.] Thus 
MJ,=YM$‘a.e.(v). Letz=j@dEy.Thenby4.17,4.18,forBEg 
M,,(B) = (j @ dEy, jB IdEx) = s, @ . M;, dv = jB @YM; dv, (1) 
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where the last equality follows by substitution from above. Hence by (1) 
M.& = @PM,’ a.e. (v). Next let 1 = Lzrz. Since 8 E yzr, there exists FE Y x q 
L,,,= such that f = s F dEx. Hence for B E a’, 
M&B) = M,,(B) = j FM,’ dv, (2) 
B 
where the second equality is from 4.3. Hence ML = FM,’ a.e. (v). It thus 
follows that F 2/M: = @(Y d/M=‘) on 9(1/Mz’) a.e. (v). But @(Y dM,‘) is 
closed-densely-defined a.e. (v), hence F z/Mz’ = @!P 1/M3c’ a.e. (v) and hence 
@YET x qL,*,=. Thus by 4.19 and (l), Lz7,z = s @!P dEx. Thus 
Lz7 
s 
CD dEy = Lzrz = 
s 
@YdEx = j@dE(jYdEx) = j@dE(L,vy), (3) 
where the third equality follows from 5.9. (Q.E.D.) 
6. BOUNDED OPERATOR REPRESENTATION 
6.1. DEFINITION. Let @ be a p x q operator-valued function on !S. We 
say that @ is p x q Bd. g-measurable if (i) @ is bounded-operator-valued and 
(ii) for each a E Za2, @(,)a is the pointwise limit in I,” of a sequence (&(w)) of 
functions of the form &, = x8:, aiXB, where the ai E 1,” and the Bd are disjoint 
measurable sets. 
6.2. THEOREM. (a) dj is p x q Bd. 97-measurable =z- CD* is q x p Bd. % 
measurable. 
(b) @ isp x q Bd. B-measurable * 1 @(w)IB is 9SmeasurabZe (1 IB is the Banach 
operator norm). 
(c) di is bounded-operator-valued and Cp = s-lim Dn where (@,J is a sequence 
of p x q X.9’. 22-measurable functions 2 @ is p x q Bd-a-measurable. 
Proof. (a) Note that @* is weakly measurable and that ZP2 is separable, 
cf. [5; 3.5.5, p. 741. 
(b) Clearly 1 @(w)a 1 is g-measurable for each a E Z02. 
(c) Since p x q S.Y. is separable, there exists, for each n, a countably- 
valued p x q X.9. g-measurable function Y,, such that for all W, 
] a’,(w) - YI,(w)IE < l/n, cf. [5; Cor. 1, p. 731. Thus @ = s-lim Y, . (Q.E.D.) 
6.3. THEOREM. Let @ be p x q Bd. a-measurable, Y be q x Y X.9. a- 
measurable and F be s x p X.9’. a-measurable. Then @Y is p x Y X.9. 9- 
measurable andF@ is s x q X.9. 9?-measurable. 
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Proof. Since the two types of measurability are invariant under the taking 
of adjoints, we need only consider the case @Y : @Y is &‘.Y.-valued since the 
product of a bounded and an X.9. operator is an .x?.Y. operator. Referring to 
2.2 we will be done if we show that for a E 1,” and b E I,” (@Y a, b) is measurable. 
But (W’a, b) = (Ya, @*b) is a g-measurable complex-valued function. 
(Q.E.D.) 
Henceforth let E be a spectral measure on 9 for a Hilbert space 2. 
6.4. DEFINITION. E is of countable multiplicity for 24 if there exists an at 
most countable set {xi}iol C Xq such that the vectors A * E(B)x, (A E q x q X.9’., 
BEG’, iEI)span.%q. 
It is readily seen that E is of countable multiplicity for X@(l < q < 00) if 
and only if E is of countable multiplicity for X. 
6.5. THEOREM. Let E be of countable multiplicity for Zq. Then there exists 
x E So such that for v = TM, , we have for each B E a’, v(B) = 0 if and only 
;f E(B) = 0. 
Proof. Let (yi)r be a countable set such that UT=, Y’g, spans A+. Let 
Xl = Yl 9 x2 = y2 - L,y, ,..., x, = yI1 - CIIiLxyr, ,..., where L, = L& for 
h = 1, 2,...; cf. 4.15. Then the L’s are pairwise orthogonal and CTLk = I 
(strong limit). [Proof: Note CT=, Y$ = &?“.I Let (cn)T be a sequence of positive 
numbers such that C,” cn2 I/ x, II2 < co, e.g. let c, = 2-71 + /I x, 11)-l. Then 
x = Cn c,x, E z?U and 0 < M, = En cn2Mz,. Clearly v(B) = TM,(B) = 0 
implies M,JB) = 0, each i. If y E Y&, then y = f @ dEx, and M,,(B) = 
sB @ ~M,&(@~M&)* dv = 0, if v(B) = 0. Next, suppose y = Ci=, wi 
(s finite, woi E Yzz). Then 
Thus for y E 2 = Us~,(& Yii), v(B) = 0 implies M,(B) = 0. Let y E &‘q 
such that y,, + y, yn E 2. Then MJB) + M,(B) in 1 IE for each BE g, cf. 
4.22. So for all y E &‘q, v(B) = 0 implies (E(B)y, E(B)y) = M,,(B) = 0. Thus 
v(B) = 0 implies E(B) = 0. Clearly if E(B) = 0, then v(B) = TM,JB) = 0. 
(Q.E.D.) 
6.6. DEFINITION. Let a(w) be a p x q Bd. g-measurable function on fin. 
Then we shall say Q(w) is bounded if there exists c > 0 such that 
E{w : 1 @(w)IB < c} = I, and in this case we define: ess sup I @(w)/~ = 
inf {c : E{w : I @(w)IB > c} = 0). 
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Henceforth, we shall assume that E is of countable multiplicity for ZQ and 
that all derivatives are with respect to the v of Theorem 6.5. 
6.7. THEOREM. Let @ be a p x q function w B which is closed operator-vahsed 
a.e. (E). Then (a) 6 = J@(W) dE is a bounded operator on .%?Q to H’P such that 
16 je = K o @ is p x q Bd. ~-mea&able a.e. (E) such that ess sup 1 @((w)Iz = 
K < 00. 
(b) In this case (&)* = @ = J’@*(W) dE. 
Proof. (a) We prove this by means of the following two lemmas, A and B. 
LEMMA A. @ is p x q Bd. %measurabZe a.e. (E) such that 1 @(oJ)]~ G K a.e. 
(4 * I 6 IB < K. 
Proof. Note for each x E &‘q, 1 CD 1/M,’ IE < K I 1/M; IE a.e. (v) and thus 
for each x E &‘a, 
(1) 11 &JX II2 = s 1 @ z/M,’ 1; dv < K2 j- 1 dM,’ 1; dv = K2jl x 112. 
Hence I & IB < K. 
LEMMA B. @ isp x q closed operator-valued a.e. (E) such that d is a bounded 
operator on .VQ to .%‘P with 16 le = K * @ is p x q Bd. 9-measurable fisnction 
a.e. (E) with I @(w)IB < K a.e. (v). 
Proof. We note in general that for B E 9 and y E &?Q 
j-, I @ d/M,’ Ii dv = II @W)Y II2 9 K211 E(B)Y II2 = s, K2 I 1/M,’ Iidv. 
Hence for each y E St?* 
(2) I @ z/M,’ Iti < K I 1/M,’ IE a.e. (4. 
Let x be as in 6.5 such that v = TM,, and l/Mz’(w) = Cy=, X,(W)U~(W) * ui*(w) 
as in 2.10. Let {c R ,+r C ZQ2 be composed of all elements c = (c’)yZI with finitely >” 
many non-zero rational components. So {c,J is dense in lga. Let Y,(W) = 
(l/d QJ)) . 4 cn I * ur*(w), yn = s Y, dEx. Then for each n, Min(w) = P,, = 
projection onto the space spanned by c, . Letting y = yn in (2) we obtain for 
1 < n < co, ( @(w)P, IE < K ( P, IE = K a.e. (v). Thus for 1 < 12 < co, 
(3) I o(w) c, IE = I @P(w) P,c, IE < I Q(w) P, IE I c, IE < K I c, IE a.e. (4 
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Thus since a.e. (v), a(w) is a closed operator, bounded by the constant K on a 
dense subset of Z,Z, it follows that a.e. (v), @( w is a bounded operator on lg2 such ) 
that 1 @(w)le < K. Further since for each n, @((w)Mi, = @(w)P, is p x q Z.9. 
g-measurable a.e. (E) it follows that for each rr, off of a set of E-measure zero, 
@(w)c, = @(w)P,c, is p x 1 X.Y. a-measurable. Thus since (c,J is dense in 
Zp2, it follows that @ is p x q Bd. a-measurable a.e. (E). 
We now prove the forward implication “a”: 1 &J IB = K implies by (B) that 
1 @(w)I* < K a.e. (v). Thus ess sup / @(w)IB = Kr < K. Suppose Kr < K. 
Then 1 @(w)IB < K1 a.e. (v), which implies by (A) that 1 d IB < K1. Hence we 
have I 6 IB < K1 < K = I 6 jB , a contradiction. So K1 = K. The converse 
implication “G”, goes similarly: ess sup 1 @((w)Is = K implies 1 @(w)IB < K 
a.e. Y, which implies by (A) that 1 C$ IB = K1 < K. Suppose K1 < K. Then 
by (B), 1 @(w)IB < K1 a.e. (v) and thus ess sup I a( < K1, a contradiction. 
(b) Let x E A+, y E &‘P. Then 
K&Y)) = T (1 CD dEx, 1 I dEy) = 7 s Cp - ML, dv = I’ r(@M;,) dv 
= 1 T(M;,@) dv = 7 1 ML,@ dv = 7 (1 I dEx, / O* dEy) 
= (lx, GY,,, 
where the second equality follows by 4.18, the third by 4.2 (II), the fourth by 
(1.2) (1). (Q.E.D.) 
6.8. COROLLARY. If P(W) is a q x q Bd. L%‘-measurable function on Q which 
is orthogonal projection-valued a.e. (E), then P is an orthogonal projection. 
Proqf. By 6.7(b), we have (P)* = 9 = P; so p is hermitian. Further by 
5.10, p * P = Pq = j?; so P is idempotent. (Q.E.D.) 
In the next three lemmas we examine consequences of the commutativity of 
an operator T with the projections L, and E(B). 
6.9. LEMMA. Let T be a mapping from .%?‘I to A?Q (not necessarily bounded) 
such that L,QT C TL,q for each x E Xq. Then 
(a) Ty E 9vQ, each y E C&(i.e. T is E-subordinative) and 
(b) E(B)T C TE(B), each B E SJ (i.e. T is E-commutative). 
Proof. (a) Let y E C@r. Then L,QTy = TL,qy = Ty, i.e. Ty E YvQ. 
(b) We note that for x E .#‘q and w = E(B)x that for 1 < Y < co, L,,,r = 
E(B)L,‘. [Proof Let y E XT. Then, since L,*y E Y%r, there exists @ E r x qL,,,.,* 
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such that L,‘y = J @ dEx. Hence by 4.19 MV5(C) = SC @MS’ dv for C E 9. 
Hence My,E(B)I(C) = M,,(B n C) = SC XB @M,’ dv = SC @Mk,,,, dv each 
C E ~3. Hence by 4.19 L&,,y = j- @ dE(E(B)x) = fB @ dEx = E(B) J- @ dEx = 
E(B) Lz7y]. Now let x E 3r . Then 
E(B) TX = E(B) L,‘Tx = L&B,, TX = TLQE(B)g = TE(B)L,Qx = TE(B)x. 
Q.E.D. 
6.10. LEMMA. Let T be a closed linear operator from ZQ to &?v such that 
E(B)T C TE(B), each B ES?. Then x E ~3~ and + is a bounded a.e. (E) complex- 
valued function implies 
s 





Proof. Let m,(B) = T(E(B)x, E(B)x), similarly for m,,(B). Then since 4 
is bounded 4 E L2,mz+mrz . Thus there exists a sequence (&J of simple functions 
which converges to + in L2,m,+mTI, hence it converges to + in L,,, and in L,,, . 
For a simple function (G = Cy a,x,; , we have Czt, aiE(BJx G Br from tte 
hypothesis, and 
(1) TI#*IdEx = T(TaF(BJx) =Ta,E(B,)Tx = I#.IdETx. 
Replace # in (1) by 4, and let n -+ co. Hence, by the isomorphism theorem 4.10, 
since T is closed, the conclusion of the theorem follows. (Q.E.D.) 
6.11. LEMMA. Let T be a bounded linear operator on SQ to XP. Then 
L,vT = TL,Q, each x E XQ 
(11) TX E Yzp, each x E xQ (T is E-subordinative). 
Proof. =S This has already been done, cf. 6.9 (a). 
+ : Let y E XQ. Then y = L,*y + yz = y1 + yz where yr E yzQ, ys 1 sp29. 
We easily see that Yi2 1 yzP. Thus for y E x9, 
L,PTy = L,pT(y, + yz) = L,pTy, + L,“Ty2 = L,pTy, 
= L,vT(L,Qy) = TL,Qy, 
where the last equality follows from the fact that z E Yz* implies Yzs C Yzp, 
cf. 4.14. (Q.E.D.) 
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6.12. LEMMA. Let (i) y  EJP, (ii) P(W) be a Q x 4 X.9. ~-measurable 
orthogonal-projection-oalued function a.e. (v), such that ~(P(w)) C C@(n/r,‘(w)) a.e. 
(v) and dimension W(P(,)) < n < q + 1 a.e. (Y), (iii) x = se P(w) (d/Mu’)* dEy 
B E ~3. Then d/M, . P(dM,‘)* 6 q x qkMy and 
L,qy = j,, z/M,’ . P(z/M;)* dEy. 
Proof. Since P(w) is projection-valued and X..Y.-valued, it has finite- 
dimensional range a.e. (v). Hence, MX’(w) has finite-dimensional range a.e. (v). 
Thus we may apply 4.20. By 4.17, 4.18 and 2.6, it follows that M& = 
xBMi . (P(dM,‘)#)* = xsz/M,’ . (P(z/MV’)* z/M,‘)* = x&Myl 9 P a.e. (v). 
Further M& = xBP(dMV‘)* z/M,’ . (P2/M,‘* z/~l!I~‘)* = xB P a.e. (v). 
Hence Mj,(ML,)* = xB(dM,‘)P. So by 4.20 
Lzqy = jB dM,’ . P dEx = s, d/M,’ . P dE (I P(1/M,‘)# dEy) 
= x’M,‘P(~M,‘)* dEy, I B 
where the last equality is implied by 5.7. (Q.E.D.) 
6.13. LEMMA. Let (i) T be a bounded operator from 2~5’ to Z?P such that 
TX E yzP, each x E Z’*, (ii) y  E &‘*, (iii) z/M;(w) = ~~=, hi(w) P,(w) a.e. (v) 
as in 2.10, (iv) for 1 < m < q + 1, QnL(w) = projection onto a(xz, hi(w) P,(w)) 
u.e. (v), (v) CD = M&s,~,2/. (Mb,+J# u.e. (v). Then @ is p x q X.9. 35 
measurable and for each Y E q x q L2,M, , 
T(jQJ'W) = j@dE(jQJ'd@j. (1) 
Proof. Note that by 6.8, for 1 < m < q + 1, Qm is an orthogonal projection 
on Xq. Let Q denote Qr . Then since TQy E Y&, and M;Sy = QMV’ . Q a.e. (v), 
it follows by 4.20 
Using 6.11 and 5.11, we obtain for each x E Xq 
TQL,qy = L,pTQy = L,p . j@dE.Qy = j@dE*QL,Uy, i.e. (2) 
TQL%“y = j @ dE&L,qy for each x E A?. (3) 
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We next show that (3) is true with QL,qy replaced by JQYQ,,, dEy. Note that 
YQ,,, = ?PdlUV * (CL, hiPi)* is the product of X.9. W-measurable functions 
and I ?PQml/lMu’ IE = ) YdM,’ . Qm IE < 1 YdM,’ IE a.e. (v). Now Let R 
denote QYQm . Then 
(4) 
where F is q x q X.9. a-measurable, W(F) C .%(Q,,J, W(F*) C.%(Qm). Further 
there exists an increasing sequence (B,): of measurable sets such that B, 7 S2 
and such that 1 F 1s = IF* 1s is bounded on each B, . We next decompose F: 
F = [(F + F*)/2] + i[(F - F*)/2i] = Fl + iF, (5) 
where F,(W) and F,(w) are hermitian-valued with ranges contained in W(Qm(w)) 
a.e. (u). It follows readily by use of 2.10, that we may write 
F,(W) = F %(w) PIi( F,(W) = 5 hi(w) P&W). a.e. (v). (6) 
d=l i=l 
Then by 6.12, it follows from (3) that on each B, 
Then by 6.11,6.9(b) and 6.10, with+(w) = ai and x = Js, 1/M’. Plg(dMU’)* 
* dEy and noting that TQ is a bounded operator and J Q, dEQ is a closed operator, 
both of which commute with E(B), B E a’, we conclude that (7) is true with 
PIi replaced by a*(w) Pit(w). Hence we readily obtain for each B, 
TQIBmRdEy = l@dE.Q*jnnRdEy, i.e., (8) 
(9 
by 5.7. Since YQ,,, -+ Y in L,,, and T is bounded and J@ dE is closed, it 
follows on first letting 11-j co, a:d then letting m -+ q, that (1) holds. 
(Q.E.D.) 
We now prove the major theorem of this section. 
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6.14. THEOREM. Let E be of countable multiplicity fm Xq and T be a linear 
operator from 3’q to 2’~ (1 < p, q < co). Then 
(4 T=j-@dE 
where @ is a p x q Bd. ~-measurable function on Q and ess sup 1 @(w)/s = 
K<o3o 
(i) T is a bounded operator on Xq, with 1 T IB = K, and 
(ii) TX E Yzp for each x E S?q (cf. alternate condition 6.11 (I)); 
(b) the function @ obtained in the converse implication, “-z”, is unique up to a 
set of E-measure zero. 
Proof. (a) “3”: (i) follows from 6.7(a) and (ii) follows from 5.11 and 6.9(a). 
“e”: Let x be as in the proof of 6.5 and 2/M=‘(w) = ZL, Ai( 
q(w) . Us* = CL1 h*(w) P,(W) a.e. (v) as in 2.10. Let for 1 < m < q + 1, 
Q&J) = c 
( 
u&J) * #i*(w) + %I&(~) * ul*(w) + +J) * %8*(w), (1) 
l<i<f4+l,i+l,i#m 1 
and let ym = s D, dEx. Note that for 1 < m < q + 1, W(P,) C .9?(Min) = 
W(D,M,‘D,,*) a.e. (v), and that D,(W) is q x q Bd. g-measurable unitary 
operator-valued such that Dm*(u) D,(w) = I a.e. (v). By 6.13 for each m, there 
exists @, = M$ y  p y  (MimVm,pm,J# 9nln’nIlll a.e. (v) such that for m < q + 1 and 
each YE q x qL2,bfgm 
T (I P,3’ d%n) = j- @m dE (1 Pm’J’ d&n). (2) 
ForFEq x qL,,z, we may write F = (FD,*)D, = YD, where !P E q x q 
L Thus 
syrnv6 dEym . 
SF dEx = f Y dEy,,, and SP,,,dESFdEx = SP,,,FdEx = 
Define T,(W) = xzEl am(w) P,(W) a.e. (Y), R, = zy=, Pi. 
Then it follows that for each F E (q x q)L,,,z 
T(IR,dE)(j-FdEx) = J- T,cw)dE(~FdEx). (3) 
Note x = I:=‘=, cflx, where & S@& = 3Eoq. Thus by 5.11 and 6.11, 
c,T / R,,F dExk = L&T 1 R,,F dEx = L& 1 T,, dE (I‘ F dEx) 
=ckj-TmdEIFdExk (4) 
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for all simple functions F, and thus it readily follows that for all k and all simple 
functions F 
TjR,dE(jFdEs,) = jT”dE(jFdEx,) (5) 
But T $ R, dE is a bounded operator, J T, dE is a closed operator, and the 
elements SF dEx, span A+. Thus T s R, dE = J T, dE on all of Xq. For 
q < co, let n = q so that f Rq dE = I and thus for @ = Tq(w), T = J CD(W) dE. 
Ifq=~,notethatforeachn(l<n<coIT~R,dEI,<IT/,=Kand 
thus by 6.8 1 Tn(w)IB < K a.e. (v). But for each m < co, 
s-lim,,, T,(w) R,(w) = T,(w) a.e. (4, 
and R,(w) 7 1 a.e. (v). Thus s-lim,,, T,(W) exists on the dense subset of Z,2. 
~~=19(R,J~)) a.e. (v). Thus cf. [5; Th. 2.11.4, p. 411, @P(W) = s-lim,,, T,(W) 
exists a.e. (Y), is p x q Bd. 9-measurable such that 1 @(w)IB < K a.e. (v) and 
has the property that @(w)R,(w) = T,( w a.e. (v) for 1 < 71 < co. Hence for ) 
I<?Z<CO, 
T jR,dE = j@(,)dE jR,dE. (6) 
But SR,dEf I as n-+co, so it follows that T = J Q(w) dE and that 
ess sup 1 @(w)ls = K. 
(b) Suppose T=S@dE=SYdE.ThenO=S(@-Y)dEwhere@- Y 
isp x q Bd. %measurable. Thus by 6.8 ess sup j Q(W) - ?P(u(,)l, = 0. 
(Q.E.D.) 
7. ISOMORPHS OF BOUNDED OPERATORS 
Let the assumption after 6.6 hold. If T is a bounded operator from Zq to &+ 
such that L,pT = TL,q for each x E &+‘, then we shall call the unique function 
C&-(W) (unique up to sets of zero E-measure) such that T = JQ c&- dE, the 
isomorph of T, cf. 6.14. 
7.1. THEOREM. The isomorphs of projections, self-adjoint (hermitian) operators, 
orthogonal projections and non-negative hermitian operators from ~9 to &‘q are 
functions on Q whose values are, respectively projections, hermitian operators, 
orthogonal projections, and non-negative hermitian operators from I,” to 1,” a.e. (E). 
Proof. Let P be a bounded projection (P = P2). Then P = Jag dE and 
P2 = Sop, dE . JQp, dE = Sop9 . @>, dE = P = J @, dE. Hence @,(W)@,(W) = 
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G’,(w) a.e. (E), cf. 5.10; 6.14(b). Let A be bounded and hermitian (A = A*). 
Then A = JQb, dE = A* = J@,* dE. Hence QPA(u) = Q,,*(W) a.e. (E). Let 
P be an orthogonal projection (P” = P, P = P*). Then from the preceding 
considerations Qp,(w) is orthogonal projection-valued a.e. (E). Let A be bounded 
non-negative self-adjoint. Then, it readily is shown from L,gA = AL,q each 
x E XQ that L,q1/A = d/A . Lzq, cf. proof of 2.9. Thus JSP, dE = A = 
z/A- 1/A = JQdAdE- j-@,//,dE = j-QA dEJ@$, dE = f &/JD$ dE. 
So tDA = CD,, . @$A a.e. (E). 
7.2. THEOREM. For q x q Bd. &?-measurable functions @ on Q such that 
ess sup j @(a~)/~ is finite, the converse of Theorem 7.1 is true, i.e., sf G(w) is self- 
adjoint a.e. (E), then & is a bounded self-adjoint operator, etc. 
Proof. We leave this to the reader. 
8. HERMITIAN OPERATOR REPRESENTATION 
Recall that H is called a hermitian operator from a Hilbert space X to X 
if H is densely defined and H* = H (thus H is closed). As in sections 6 and 7, 
we assume E is a spectral measure of countable multiplicity with respect to &Q, 
YE4 is defined as in (4.9), and all derivatives are with respect to the measure 
v of 6.5. 
Our main theorem of this section follows. 
8.1. THEOREM. Let H be a hermitian operator from S’Q to &‘Q such that 
L,qH C HLz2, each x E X0. Then there exists a unique closed-operator valued 
function Q(w) [unique up to sets of zero E-measure] such that 
H = 1 @(ok) dE; 
R 
Q(w) is q x q hermitian-operator-valued (densely defked) a.e. (E). In the case 
where H is non-negative hermitian, D(w) is non-negative hermitian-valued a.e. (E). 
Proof. To prove this theorem, we first quote the following two results. 
8.2. THEOREM [12; p. 3201. Every hermitian operator H has a unique 
representation H = JR tF(dt), where F is a spectral measure on the Bore1 subsets, 
Bl, of the real numbers R. For each B E Bl, F(B) commutes with H as well as with 
all bounded transformations T which commute with H [i.e., TH C HT implies 
F(B)T = TF(B)]. 
683/4/z-6 
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8.3. THEOREM [ 12; p. 314). Let 9r , 9s ,..., 9i ,..., be a sequence of subspaces 
of the Hilbert space Z, w&h are pairwise orthogonal and span the entire space Z. 
If f is an arbitrary element of X, we denote its projection on 9i by fi . Let A, , 
A 2 ,. .., A, , . . . be a given sequence of linear operators with the property that Ai 
reduces in 9i to a bounded hertnitian operator of pi into itself. Then there is a 
unique hermitian opwator H from X to S, in general not bounded, which reduces 
in each 9i to Ai (i = 1, 2,...). Its domain consists of the elements f for which the 
series 
converges, and for these f 
gl II A,fi II2 
Hf = $ Aif,. 
i=l 
We now proceed with the proof of 8.1. Refer to 8.2. Let Fi =F(B,) where 
Bi = (t : i - 1 < 1 t 1 < i>, i = 1,2,3 ,... Thus C*Tr Fi = I and Ai = HFi is 
a bounded hermitian operator on .Z?Q for i = 1,2,... . Since L,* commutes with 
H, Lzq commutes with each of the projections Fi and with each Ai. Let Pi(w) 
be the isomorph of Fi and @i(w) be the isomorph of Ai , cf. 7.1. Then 
P,(w) . Pj(w) = 0 a.e. (E) for each i # j since 0 = Fi . Fi = J-, Pi(w) Pi(w) dE, 
cf. 5.10,6.7(a), and further, C,” Pi(w) = I a.e. (E). [Proof: Let P(w) = CT Pi(w). 
Then P(W) is projection-valued a.e. (E) and P(W) is q x q Bd. a-measurable. 
Hence p is a hermitian (actually orthogonal projection) operator on A?“=‘. Further 
PFi = So PPi dE = J,, Pi dE = Fi for each i, cf. 5.10. Hence by 8.3 P = Idpp . 
But IzQ = SnIdE. Hence by 6.17 I = P(W) = C,” Pi(w) a-e. (E)]. Since 
FiAiF, = A, for each i, it follows that 
Pi(w) @pi(~) Pi(u) = @i(w) a.e. (E). (1) 
Let @(CO) = C,” @i(w). Th en, cf. 8.3, 0((w) is hermitian-valued a.e. (E). We 
now showd=H. LetfegH. Let fn = (CTFi)f. Then fn E 96 , fn -+ f a~ 
n + CO and &f,, = J’@(W) (xf P+(U)) dEf = S(zF @i) dEf = CT J@i dEf = 
C,” AJ -+ Hf. Hence f E 96 and 6f = Hf, cf. 5.4. Thus H C d. We now show 
that d is symmetric, i.e., d Cd*. From this it will follow that H = d [Proof: 
H= H*>&+>&IH, hence H=4]. Let f, gE94. Let &i=sn@idE. 
Then 
((&f, g)) = ((@fp (T Fi) g)) = T ((F&f, Fig)) = c ((@iFif, Fig)) 
= T ((Kf, giF<g)) = F ((Fif,F&)) = ((T (Fif ), &g)) 
= (CA &>>. (2) 
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where F&f = 6iFff and F,dig = &iFig follows from (1) and 5.9. Thus & C &* 
and thus 4 = H. 
To prove uniqueness, suppose Y(U) is closed-operator-valued a.e. (E) such 
that H = so Y dE. Then HF, = JYPi dE = ] Gi dE. Hence by 6.7 (a) and 
6.14 (b), YPi = Qi a.e. (E) for each i. Thus by 8.3, @ = Ci @i = xi(YPJ = Y 
a.e. (E). The Proof of the last part of the theorem, where H is non-negative 
hermitian, is easy and we leave it to the reader. (Q.E.D.) 
9. CLOSED OPERATOR RJZPRIXSENTATION 
Let E be of countable multiplicity with respect to #‘I and all derivatives be 
with respect to the measure of 6.5. 
9.1. THEOREM. Let A be a closed, densely defined operator from S’q to &Q 
such that L,PA C ALh each x E X’S Then there exists a p x q function Y(W) 
which is closed, densely defined operator-valued a.e. (E) such that 
A = j- Y(w) dE 
R 
Proof. The proof of this result will require several lemmas. 
9.2. LEMMA. (cf. [ll, II; 1871). Let A be a closed, densely defined operator 
from a Hilbert space S to a Hilbert space X’. Then the non-negative hermitian 
operator H = dA*A is metrically equal to A, i.e. gA = gH and I/ Af 11 = 11 Hf 11, 
eachfeBA =gH. 
[Note: this implies N(A) = N(H), where N(A) = {f: f EgA, Af = O}]. 
9.3. LEMMA. Let A be a closed densely de$taed operator from &?‘q to .%‘P such 
that L,PA C AL,q, each x E .Sr (Y jixed, 1 < Y < co). Then there exists a polar 
decomposition A = UH where H = 1/A*A and U is a partial isometry such 
that for each x E .Xr, 
L,aU = ULzq and L,qH C HL,q. 
Proof. Let V be the linear isometry from B(H) to W(A) defined by 
V(H(f)) = Af, cf. 9.2. By boundedness, extend this to an isometry r from 
W(H) onto a(A). Define U = P on 9?(H), U = 0 on W(H)l = M(H). We 
now prove the commutativity relations for each x ES: By taking adjoints we 
obtain L,qA* C A*L,p. Hence 
L,qA*A _C A*L,pA C A*AL q Z. 
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Hence it follows readily, cf. [12; 345ff.l that L,QH C HL,Q. Next, we note the 
relations L,plJH C UHL,Q, UL,QH C UHL,Q. Hence on gH 
L,pUH = UHL,Q = UL,QH (1) 
Hence L,PU = UL,Q on W(H), and by continuity on W(H). Let y E S(H)‘- = 
M(H). Then since L,pUH C UHL,Q, L,Qy E h’( UH) = N(H). Hence L,PU = 
UL,Q is true on W(H)l. (Q.E.D.) 
Proof of 9.1. L,pA C AL,Q, each x E HQ implies L,QA* C A*L,p, each 
x E SfQ. Hence by 9.3, we may obtain a polar decomposition A* = VC where 
C = dAA* and for each x E &‘Q, L,QV = VL,P, L,*C C CL,P. Thus A = CU 
where U = V* is a partial isometry and L,pU = UL,Q, each x E #Q. By 8.1, 
6.14, it follows that 
C = 
s 
@(co) dE and U = R(w) dE, 
R 
where @ is p x p hermitian-valued and R is p x q Bd. S-measurable. Hence 
by 5.10 A = CU = sra @(w)R(w) dE = sn Y(w) dE where Y(U) = @(w)R(w) 
is closed, densely-defined operator-valued. (Q.E.D.) 
10. BOCHNER'S THEOREM (ESSENTIALLY) 
Let S? be a u-algebra over an arbitrary set 52, m be an arbitrary u-finite non- 
negative real measure on 9. If f  is a function from D into Zo2, we shall call f  
W-measurable iff is the pointwise limit in the norm of a sequence (f,,) of functions 
of the form fn = C,p”_, aixe, , where a, E lo2, Bi E a’, and the B, are disjoint. 
L2,,,(Zo2) = {f : f  is Zq2-valued, a-measurable and so 1 f  (w)12 dm < CD>. L2,JZo2) 
is known to be a Hilbert space under the scalar product ((f, g)) = ss, ((f(w),g(w))) 
.dm.LetL,,, =Lzsm(Z12), i.e., L,,, is the space of square-integrable g-measurable 
complex-valued functions. Then it is readily seen that L2,m(Zo2) is isomorphic to 
(L2,,)Q under the correspondence f  - (fX where f&) = ((w(w), eJ) and (eX 
is the principal orthonormal basis of 12Q. 
Let E be the spectral measure on (Q, g’) for the Hilbert space X’ = L,,, 
defined by E(B)+ = xB . qS for each complex-valued function in L,,, . Let 
x = (xi): E x0. Then M,(B) = sB X(W) . X*(U) dm (X is regarded as a column 
vector of complex-valued functions, * means “conjugate transpose”). It follows 
that MS’(w) = M,&(w) = x(w) . X*(W) a.e. (m). Thus W(M,‘(w)) = {space 
generated by X(W)} is 0 or l-dimensional a.e. (m). 
10.1. LEMMA. For YE (r x q)L,,,* , ss, Y dEx = Y . x, i.e. (In Y dEx)(w) = 
Y(m) . X(W) a.e. (m). 
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Proof. so Y dEx = s YP&E x, where P,(W) = projection onto W(MZ’(,)) 
a.e. (m), cf. 3.9. Assume without loss of generality Y = YPz and is thus (r x 4) 
.X.Y. S-measurable. Let (Y,J be a sequence for Y as in 3.10. Then 
JYlndEx =Y,,. x -+ J Y dEx in &r = (L2J. Thus there exists a subsequence 
(nlc) of the integers such that Yne(w) X(W) + (J Y dEx) (w) a.e. (m) in the l,l norm. 
Hence 
(s Y dEx) (w) = Y(uJ) * X(W) a.e. (171). Q.E.D. 
10.2. LEMMA. Let XEXQ. B, = {W : 1 x(w)1 # O}. Then for each r 
(1 < r < a>, =Sr = E(B,) (X’) = x&z.& 
Proof. 
= (Y(u) * x(w): YE (r X q) L2,Mz}, 
cf. 10.1. Thus yZr Z E(B,) (SF’), since 
(w : II Y(w) . x(w)lI # O} 6 (w : II x(w)ll # 0). 
On the other hand, suppose f  E E(B&F. Let Y(w) = f(w) . x*(w). Then 
I Y dEx = f(w) . X*(W) . X(W) = f  (w) xB,(w) = f(w) a.e. (m). 
Thus E(B,) (~9’~) C yzr. (Q.E.D.) 
We point out here that E is of countable multiplicity with respect to H = L,,, 
due to the u-finiteness of m. 
We are now ready for the main result of this section, a generalization of 
Bochner’s theorem. 
10.3. THEOREM. Let A be a closed, densely-defined operator from L2,,(Ep2) to 
L2,m(192) such that A commutes with the multiplication by the indicator functions 
xB, B ~93, i.e., f  E g3,, xe . (A f) = A&e . f) in Lz,m(1D2). Then there exists 
a function Y(U) on Q such that Y( w is closed operator-valued from lq2 to lp2 a.e. ) 
m such that for each f  E 3A , Af = Y(W) . f  (w), a.e. (m), and for f  4: 9.,, 
ul(w) .f  (w) +Lz,m(192). 
Proof. Use the isomorphic structure to replace Lz.m(la2) by Zq = (Lf,,)Q 
and LzJlD2) by &‘P = (L2,,)p. Then by hypothesis we have E(B)A C AE(B), 
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each B E a. But by Lemma 10.2 this implies that for each x E .%‘a, L,pA C AL,q 
since L,‘A = E(B,)A and AL,p = AE(B,). Thus by Theorem 9.1, there 
exists a closed-operator-valued p x q function Y(U) such that A = J-n Y dE. 
Thus by Lemma 10.1 the conclusion of the theorem follows. 
11. THE BOCHNER-FOUR&-SEGAL THEOREM 
Let S be a (Hausdorff) locally compact abelian group (under +), K = I,“, 
K’ = 1,2. Denote respectively by L,(S, K), L,(S, K’) the as-measurable, 
square-integrable K-valued and K/-valued functions on S (as = the u-algebra 
generated by the open subsets of S; integration is with respect to a Haar measure). 
Let Q be the dual group of S and 9 be the Fourier-Plancherel transformation 
from L,(S, K) to L,(Q, K) defined by 
where (f,J is a sequence of functions in L, n L, which converges to f(s) in 
L, , ([t, w] is a group character of S); similarly define g on L,(S, K’). Let 
(U,),,, be the continuous group of shift operators on L,(S, K) defined by 
Udf(s)) =f(s + 4 (t fixed); similarly define U, on L,(S, K’). Assume the 
Haar measure on 52 is u-finite. 
11.1. B.F.S. THEOREM. Let A be a closed densely defined operator from 
L,(S, K) to L,(S, K’) such that U,A 5; AU, , each t E S. Then there exists a 
p x q closed operator-valued fun&on Y(w) on Q such that fw each f E 9A 
.F(A f) (w) = Y(W) * (.Ff) (w) a.e. (Ham measure). 
Proof. Let A be the closed operator with 9~ = F(g,) = {s(f) : f E 9”}, 
defined by A(%f) = s(A f ), each f E 3”. We shall show that A commutes 
with multiplication by the indicator functions xB , B E .%7n , from which by 10.3 
the conclusion of the theorem will follow. Let f(s) E 9” . Then Utf (s) = 
f(t + s) E gA (t fixed) and sU,(f(s)) = F( f(t + s)) = Js Cs, w]f(t + s) ds = 
L-4 4 * =w). Thus A([-t, w] . SE-f) = A(.qu&> = .F(AU& = 
s(U,Af) = [-t, W] . %(Af) = [-t, W] . A(Ff>. So A commutes with mul- 
tiplication by the group characters of Q. But since for any finite measure on 
(Sz, a’,), the linear combinations of the group characters are dense in L, , 
(fi, complex numbers), it follows similarly as in the proof of 6.10, with 4 = XB , 
and the projection-valued measure E(C), defined by E(C)f = xc *f, cf. 10.1, that 
-4~s . sf) = xB l 4sf) in L,(8, K’). Q.E.D . 
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ADDED IN PROOF 
The author wishes to add the following information, especially a correction 
to Theorem 8.1 (see (3)). 
(1) Concerning Theorem 2.8: M 3 0, countably additive in ] (c and has 
finite trace implies M has finite total variation. [Note TM( .) is countably additive 
and 1 M(B)I, < TM(B), hence 1 M I#) < TM(B).] 
(2) Definition 6.1 implies that when @ is p x 4 Bd. .SY-measurable and also 
#‘.Y.-valued, then @ is p x q Z’S“. g-measurable. Thus when p or q is finite 
and @ is p x q Bd. a-measurable, then @ is p x q H.Y. g-measurable. 
(3) (3) Theorem 8.1 is correct as stated for q < co and in this case @ 
is q x q X.9. S%measurable. Under the given hypotheses, when q = co then 
there exists a unique q x q hermitian operator-valued function 0 such that 
H=j@dE; if Y is closed-operator-valued a.e. (E) such that H = l Y dE, 
then @P(W) C Y(u) a.e. (E) [as the uniqueness part of the proof shows since 
0 = xi Di = xi (Y Pi) C Y a.e. (E) (equality easily follows when q is finite)]. 
(4) Theorem 9.1 may be extended as follows. 
THEOREM. Let A be a closed, densely-defined operator from .Z?J to #* such that 
L,*A C AL,q, each x E .X?*. (a) If q < 00, there exists a utzique function @ which 
is closed operator-valued a.e. (E) such that A = J-Q dE; @ is p x q X.9. 9?- 
measurable a.e. (E) and A* = J@* dE. (b) If q = co, there exists a unique 
function CD which is closed, densely-defined a.e. (E) such that A = J CD dE and 
A* =s@*dE;ifY is another function whose values are closed operators a.e. (E) 
such that A = JY dE, then Qi C Y a.e. (E). 
Proof. (a) Note that the proof of 9.1 gives a p x q X.9. &+-measurable 
function S such that A = J S(w) dE. Look at AE(B,) where B, = {w: n - 1 < 
] S(w)I= < n}. Apply Theorems 5.10, 6.7(a) and 6.14(b) to show D(w) = S(w) 
a.e. (E). Prove A* = J@* dE by using A = Cn (J S’(w) xB, dE), thus A* = 
Cn (.I- S*(w) xe, 3 = .f S*W dE. @I Th is involves too many details to go 
into here. 
(5) The following result may be found useful (cf. proof of 9.1). 
LEMMA. Let 1 < p, q, s < co and let A be a closed operator from .z?‘* to SW’. 
Then L,pA C AL,* each x E .SS o L,*A C AL,,* each y E .%?. 
Proof. =z-: Easy. Let x = (xi)tI E .W, x1 = y, xi = 0, i > 1. Then 
.Yzl = YvT. So Lzr = L,’ for Y = p, q. 
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t: Let x = (xi):=, E %a. Let z1 = xl, zs = x2 - &x2 ,..., z, = x” - 
z;r: LkXfl,..., where L, = L:, . Then Y,l = C $, . Thus L,’ = C LL, 
(zn E X). [Note for y E =r, L,‘y = (Lzlyi)L1 .] Let w E g,, . Then 
LzpAw = (c L:) Aw = 1 (L;“Aw) = 2 (AL&w) 
=limA(~~n)w=A(~L~n)w=ALnqw, 
m-+s 
where the next to last equality holds since A is closed. (Q.E.D.) 
(6) Coordinate free spectral integrals for the theory of stationary Payen 
processes [6,6b] may be derived from our work. We refer the reader to our 
abstract, A.M.S. Notices, April, 1974, p. A-395. 
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